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ABSTRACT 

 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT IMPROVEMENT POLICIES: ASSESSMENT OF THE 

ROLE OF THE ROUTE AND FARE INTEGRATION, MODAL 

REORGANIZATION WITH SPECIAL EMPHASIS TO 

IZMIR CASE 

 
ÖNCÜ, Mevlüde Ayça  

 
M. Sc., Urban Policy Planning and Local Governments 

Supervisor Assist. Prof. Dr Ela Babalık Sutcliffe 

 
December 2007, 177 pages 

 
Public transport improvement and new public transport management 

approaches are accepted as the most effective tools in order to cope with the 

urban transportation problem threatening sustainable urban life and efficient 

functioning of urban areas. The need for new solutions to replace, or support, 

costly new capacities created two new concepts at the two ends of the 

transportation phenomenon; Travel Demand Management (TDM) on the 

demand side and Transportation System Management (TSM) at the supply 

side. 

 

The main aim of this thesis is to show whether such public transport 

improvement policies and measures can make a difference in urban transport 

and traffic, and contribute to the attainment of a more sustainable transport 

system. In particular, it is intended to assess the role of fare and pricing 

policies together with modal reorganization strategies in improving public 

transport, and increasing its ridership.  

 

Keywords, Public Transport, Modal Integration, Fare Policies, Izmir
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ÖZ 

 
TOPLUTAŞIM İYİLEŞTİRME POLİTİKALARI:HAT VE FİYAT 

BÜTÜNLEŞMESİNİN, TÜREL YENİDEN YAPILANDIRMANIN ROLÜNÜN 

İZMİR ÖRNEĞİNDE DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ 

 
ÖNCÜ, Mevlüde Ayça  

 
Yüksek Lisans, Kentsel Politika Planlaması ve Yerel Yönetimler 

Tez Yöneticisi Yrd. Doç. Dr. Ela Babalık Sutcliffe 

 
Aralık 2007, 177 sayfa 

 
Toplutaşımın iyileştirilmesi ve yönetimindeki yeni yaklaşımlar sürdürülebilir 

kent yaşamını ve kentlerin verimli işleyişini tehdit eden ulaşım sorunlarının 

üstesinden gelmek için en etkili araçlar olarak kabul edilmektedir. Yüksek 

maliyetle yeni kapasiteler oluşturma yaklaşımları giderek yerini ulaşım 

olgusunun iki ucunda yer alan.iki yeni kavrama bırakmakta veya bu yaklaşımı 

desteklemektedir; talep tarafında Yolcuk Talep Yönetimi ve arz tarafında 

Ulaşım Sistem Yönetimi. 

 

Tezin ana hedefi toplu taşım iyileştirme yaklaşımlarının ve önlemlerinin 

kentsel ulaşımda ve trafikte olumlu etkiler yarattığını ve daha sürdürülebilir 

ulaşım sistemine katkıda bulunduğunu göstermektir. Özellikle toplu taşım 

fiyatlandırma ve diğer fiyat politikalarının türel yeniden yapılandırma 

çalışmaları ile birlikte,  toplu taşımı iyileştirmede ve toplu taşım yolculuklarını 

arttırmada rolünü değerlendirmeyi amaçlamaktadır 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Toplu taşıma, Türel Yeniden Yapılandırma, Toplu taşıma 

Fiyatlandırma Politikaları, İzmir 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Public transport improvement and new public transport management 

approaches are seen as the most effective tools in order to cope with the 

urban transportation problem threatening sustainable urban life and efficient 

functioning of urban areas. Many studies carried out at different parts of the 

world and various reports prepared by national and international committees 

have defined a policy path towards a more sustainable and efficient transport 

system, in which public transport is to play a significant role. Most city 

governments and policy makers had finally acknowledged that automobile 

oriented solutions; such as construction of new roads cannot overcome 

present transport, traffic and congestion problems. On the contrary, 

additional road capacities create new demand on roads and lead to more 

serious traffic congestion levels. In many countries both decision makers and 

technicians are in search of various ways of using the road capacity more 

effectively instead of adding new capacity at high cost. This brings public 

transport into the focus of contemporary transport policy. 

 

Effective use of existing capacity is an important issue for public transport. 

There is a general tendency to meet the growing travel demand through the 

construction of high capacity public transport systems. However, public 

transport improvement is not limited to public transport capacity investments. 

It is possible to effectively respond to transport needs and demand with 

measures that cost much less, and that focus on ways to influence travel 

demand and effectively manage the transport infrastructure. Such measures 

can be alternatives to high-cost investments in public transport; but they can 

also be implemented together with high-cost investments in order to 
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complement the new investment and increase benefits expected from that 

investment.  

 

The need for new solutions to replace, or support, costly new capacities 

created two new concepts at the two ends of the transportation phenomenon; 

Travel Demand Management (TDM) on the demand side and Transportation 

System Management (TSM) at the supply side. Travel Demand Management 

is defined as “the art of influencing traveler behavior for the purpose of 

reducing or redistributing travel demand” (Kozak, 2007). TDM aims to reduce 

the amount and concentration of the travel demand on the network while 

TSM aims at improving utilization and efficiency of the existing transport 

network and services through modal integration arrangements and other 

physical arrangements on existing transport modes and infrastructure. Both 

approaches try to redistribute travel demand on the network and in time in a 

more balanced way by encouraging more sustainable modes of travel (public 

transport, walking, cycling) and reducing car use through several measures. 

 

Among TDM policy instruments, fare and pricing policies have gained 

growing importance since they can be extremely effective in increasing public 

transport usage as well as in helping reduce private car usage. Fare and 

pricing policies can make public transport more attractive and advantageous 

(in accessibility and cost terms), while making private car usage more costly, 

and hence less attractive. Fare and pricing policies are often considered as 

one of the most effective tools in changing travel behavior and increasing 

public transport ridership; however, they cannot be successful without other 

TSM arrangements. Complete integration must be provided in order to 

implement fare instruments and strategies. A reorganization of the transport 

network, and the full integration of public transport modes in particular must 

be introduced together with fare and pricing policies. The reorganization of 

the network, in itself, can help increase the attraction of public transport 

systems, and reduce the appeal of private car usage by making it less 

convenient and less advantageous. TDM strategies together with TSM 
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strategies can increase public transport ridership and decrease congestion 

levels in traffic. It has been increasingly recognized that a policy package that 

incorporates these different measures for public transport improvement can 

be effective in attaining a more sustainable transport system, in which public 

transport ridership can be increased. 

 

The main question of the thesis is to explore how far integration 

arrangements with fare and pricing instruments contribute to solving transport 

problems and traffic congestion in cities and improving livability of our cities, 

increasing efficiency of public transport, making public transport more 

attractive, and restructuring travel demand patterns. The thesis also analyzes 

effects of various supplementary measures that need to be implemented by 

local governments to assure achieving these aims during restructuring 

different components of the transport system of the city. 

 

In particular, it is intended to assess the role of fare and pricing policies 

together with modal reorganization strategies in improving public transport, 

and increasing its ridership. Main question of the thesis is to explore how far 

integration arrangements with fare and pricing instruments contribute to 

solving transport problems and traffic congestion in cities, increasing 

efficiency of public transport, making public transport more attractive, and 

restructuring travel demand patterns. 

 

The thesis also analyzes effects of various supplementary measures need to 

be implemented by local governments to assure achieving these aims during 

restructuring different components of the transport system of the city. It is 

intended to carry out the assessment on the metropolitan city of Izmir, where 

a comprehensive policy package was introduced to improve public transport 

under the title “Transformation in Transportation Project”, comprising fare and 

pricing policies, modal reorganization and integration, and a new yet small-

scale light rail system. 
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The thesis begins with describing indisputable positive effects of public 

transport usage on urban sustainability, using results and conclusions of 

international study groups, case studies and implementations. It attempts to 

show the role public transport improvement and fare policies can play in 

solving conflicts and failures of urban transportation system by methodical 

evaluation of international achievements, national policies, their local 

reflections to local government implementations. Study phases and their 

contents are illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

 

A brief historical development of urban transportation and public transport is 

given in the first chapter illustrating developments from the 1950’s to present 

with a number of distinct stages. After introducing public transport 

development strategies in general, transport system and network 

development is discussed briefly. Public transport mode choice and system 

investments are examined in terms of their demand levels, costs and 

efficiency. After system development approaches management approaches 

are handled under two categories “Transport Demand Management” (TDM) 

and “Transport System Development” (TSM). These approaches focus on 

how existing transport infrastructure can be used more efficient and more 

effectively through physical and demand management arrangements.  Fare 

and pricing policies under TDM section and Modal Integration under TSM 

section are emphasized as the most effective ways for influencing demands 

and using capacity more efficiently. 

 

The methodology used for assessing and evaluating Izmir implementations 

as a case study is explained in the third chapter. Research proposal is 

described specifically after clarifying the aim of the case study. Methods of 

measuring benefits are defined according to different stakeholders affected 

from public transport arrangements in the city. Required data is identified 

after defining the indicators and selecting the case study.  
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Characteristics of main urban transport components, public transport system, 

fare structure and policies in Izmir Metropolitan Area are described for 

periods before and after the “Transformation in Transportation Project” in the 

fourth chapter.  

 

Components and implementation stages of the “Transformation in 

Transportation Project” are described together with the assessment and 

evaluation of the project benefits through previously identified indicators in 

the next chapter. 

. 

The last chapter contains the conclusions of the thesis study with comparison 

of resulting benefits of the case study with other implementations described 

in chapter two. The study concludes with proposals and recommendations for 

improving the implemented scheme after evaluation of strengths and 

successful components as well as deficiencies and shortcomings of the 

project. 

 

 Main tasks of the thesis are shown below at Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Main Tasks of the Thesis Study 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

URBAN TRANSPORT BACKGROUND AND EFFECTIVE 

TRANSPORT PLANNING APPROACHES 

 

 

2.1. Historical Background of Urban Transport 

 

Rapid growth of car ownership and usage have become the major urban 

transport problem in many countries in the world. The problem started in the 

1950s, when car ownership became widespread along with industrialization. 

Urban development started to be shaped and planned to answer the needs 

of car-based suburbanization in these years. This was the consequence of 

conventional approach in transport planning, which considered solving the 

urban transport problems only with physical aspects and proposed new road 

infrastructure and road building in order to cope with the growing travel 

demand. Since traffic congestion was not at critical levels yet, car drivers 

could easily drive in traffic and park their cars without being affected by any 

traffic management and parking restrictions. Tramway lines were torn off to 

create additional capacity for cars and parking areas were built in central 

areas of the cities. Public transportation systems deteriorated in most of the 

cities around the world and especially in the North America.  

 

Main deficiency of the conventional approach was its ignorance of social and 

economic aspects of urban transportation (Grey, 1975). Transport behaviors 

are seriously affected by the social and economic conditions. Criteria like 

income, age, job, education level, gender, car ownership are main 

components of transport planning. Capacity based approach disregarded 

interaction between demand and supply and other factors influencing 
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demand. Transport plans and infrastructure decisions were given without 

considering the real needs and characteristics of the population at this era.  

 

Car oriented planning approach, supporting infrastructure investments 

continued in the 1960s. Towards the 1970s, travel in many cities acquired an 

intricate position with improvement of economic situations and increased car 

ownership and traffic problems in cities. 

 

Public transport passengers had to travel as stuck in buses in traffic 

congestion or wait hours long at bus stops. In addition to continuing of same 

car oriented attitude, rapid technology developments affected transport 

planning in a negative way. Despite the recognition that new infrastructure 

building efforts do not solve the congestion, transit and express roads 

continued to be built as solution. However, new social and economic 

pressures made it very difficult to tackle them through the road building 

solution (Grey, 1975). Little attention was given to the political and 

management sides of the issue in these solutions. Existing attitude; handling 

transport and traffic problems without taking in consideration community 

problems needed to be changed. Mobility had to be considered as a social 

need to be met in the context of vigorous and integrated attack on more 

pressing social disadvantages and problems found in other fields (Grey, 

1975). The petrol crises in this decade also started to change official 

attitudes. Governments recognized the importance of developing public 

transport system and began to implement projects for high capacity and 

quality public transport. However, investments for building new roads and 

increasing capacities through additional lanes on existing roads still 

continued in this decade. 

 

In the 1980s, public authorities began to realize that building new transport 

infrastructure poses new demand. They switched their interest from large 

capital investments to low cost projects. In addition, environmental concerns 

and an increasing policy orientation towards sustainability had an important 
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impact on transport. It has been recognized again that the most effective and 

sustainable solution for urban transportation problem is the development of 

public transport systems and supporting it with deterrence for private car use 

and ownership by providing safer and more comfortable public transport 

services. Primary objective was maintaining and improving existing systems 

and operations, although many cities also experienced construction of new 

urban rail systems. Investment for public transport systems, and 

arrangements for improving the speed, comfort, reliability and service quality 

of these systems have today become policy priorities over investments for 

building new roads. 

 

After the recognition that new road investments can not alleviate urban traffic 

problems, demand management and system management have become a 

part of transport policy in urban areas during the 1990’s. “The new policy 

toolbox includes pedestrianization, traffic calming and traffic management 

aimed at maintaining a quality margin of reliability by reducing flows to 

significantly less than capacity” (Goodwin, 2004:11). In general terms, these 

strategies attempt to solve urban transport problems with more efficient use 

of existing capacity, rather than any further additions to the existing road 

network. 

 

In the 2000s, sustainable transport has become a key issue in urban 

transport policy. In most countries, national policy documents incorporated 

the need for, and principles of, making transport more sustainable in 

environmental, economic, and social means, the three dimensions of 

sustainability, all of which point to the advantages of public transport for 

helping reduce pollution and emission, fuel consumption, and providing 

affordable and accessible transport for all. In addition to national policy 

documents, various supranational policy papers today provide principles and 

guidelines for sustainable transport. European Commission’s White Paper for 

transport, which was released in 2001, is one of the leading examples. In 

order to achieve sustainability in urban transport, traffic congestion has to be 
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decreased in urban areas. Demand and passengers should be redistributed 

among modes by shifting balance from road transport. For this aim, quality 

improvements should be made on public transport as well as demand 

management strategies, effective charging, integrated ticketing and continuity 

of journeys should be provided for ensuring regulated competition between 

modes.  

 

Increasing importance of public transport improvement and main strategies 

are briefly explained in the next section. After drawing a general framework of 

these strategies, integration and fare policies are discussed in detail in the 

following chapters. 

 

2.2 Public Transport Development Strategies 

 

Need for extended public transport network and services are growing as 

cities get larger, crowded and human activities became more complex and 

dense. “Many cities have reached a size and level of traffic demand that 

justifies more reliance on transit, including many areas previously classified 

as suburban that are becoming more urbanized, and so experience 

increased congestion, commercial clustering, increasing land values and 

parking problems that make transit cost effective” (Littman, 2006: 4).  

 

Increasing automobile dependence creates various problems for urban life 

such as traffic congestion, air pollution, extended travel times and delays, 

safety problems and accidents. Extension of public transport networks and 

increasing usage of public transport are accepted as the most effective way 

for decreasing congestion levels created mostly by private car use. Public 

transport capacities can be increased by introducing various systems into the 

operation. As new higher capacity public transport systems begin to operate, 

congestion along their routes can be diminished. However, planning and 

development process is not ending with introducing new public transport 
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systems in to operation. Transport system management and demand 

management processes are needed for improving present and newly 

introduced systems and services.  

 

Transport System Management focus on improvement of transportation 

system performance with measures implemented on the supply side; 

transport networks, services and operations. These measures include 

several physical and operational improvements on existing modes, 

integration of modes, operators and services including private cars, bicycles 

and pedestrians. Transport System Management (TSM) intends to improve 

performance of the system at various levels; services, operators and modes 

and as well as the transportation system as a whole. “Integration” becomes a 

keyword for TSM measures where improving performance of the whole 

system where seamless services are offered to travelers in multi modal and 

multi operator environments. 

 

Travel Demand Management on the other hand focuses on supply side of 

transportation with the aim of reducing motorized travel demand and directing 

demand to more efficient modes namely from private cars to walking, biking 

and public transportation. “Demand management” indicates several actions 

and strategies to influence demand, firstly satisfying it with non-transport 

measures such as telecommunications, tele-working, relocating jobs at the 

walking distance of residents, etc. Secondly, TDM intend to balance the use 

of the existing capacity by shifting demand from private car to non-motorized 

modes and public transport modes using various measures.  

 

Public transport system improvement strategies will be discussed in the 

following two subsections for public transport system planning and 

development with new investments to create additional capacities and public 

transport management strategies using low cost management strategies. 

Two of the management strategies, multi modal integration and public 

transport fare policies will be discussed in detail in the following sections.  
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2.2.1 Public Transport System and Network Development 

Strategies 

 

Various highway, rail and maritime public transport modes are operated 

together to respond to the travel needs of citizens depending on the 

geographical and historic characteristics of major cities. Land based transport 

modes are divided into two main categories as highway and rail based 

systems. Highway based urban public transportation modes include various 

sized bus systems operating in mixed traffic or reserved right-of-way while 

rail based modes consist of tramways operating in mixed traffic environments 

and light rail transit, metro and commuter train having reserved right-of-way 

for operations.  

 

Maritime public transport modes operate with varying sized vessels among 

piers defined according to characteristics of demand on routes between 

origins and destinations. Maritime transport is an opportunity for coastal or 

riverside cities assuring operation independent from highway motor vehicle 

congestion and land limitations. 

 

Each transportation mode has different operational and technical 

characteristics. They are planed and are operated on different corridors of 

cities to serve different demand levels. Urban public transport can be 

evaluated as a complex machinery with many components each fulfilling a 

specific role and working in harmony with each other for a system objective. 

As Litman indicates, there is a growing realization among transportation 

professionals and much of the general public that there is a value to having a 

more diverse transportation system (Littman, 2006: 4). 

 

Classical buses on mixed traffic can serve efficiently to demand levels of 

4000-6000 person / hours in one direction. This level can be increased to 

30.000 person / hour with physical and operational measured such as 
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busway or bus rapid transit (BRT: metrobus) operations. Tramways, light and 

heavy rail systems are operated on rails with fixed routes serve to demand 

levels above 10,000 person / hour (Figure 2.1). Heavy rail systems have 

certain advantages over light rail and trams in terms of operating speeds and 

capacity in large metropolitan areas with higher passenger demand (UA, 

2006). However, construction of heavy rail system involves high costs; 

therefore it is economically inefficient for urban corridors with low or medium 

demand levels.  

 

 

Source:UA (2006: 36) 

Figure 2.1 Public Transport Modes and Capacities  

 

Each transport mode need to serve at a corridor with demand level 

appropriate for that specific mode on different parts of a city. High speed and 

high capacity rail systems with long distance between stops depend on lower 

capacity feeder modes such as buses and bicycles to increase their 

catchment area since adequate number of passengers cannot reach to the 

stations within walking distances. Therefore, it is particularly important that 

these modes are efficiently integrated to gain maximum benefit (Litman, 
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2006). There is growing appreciation of potential benefits from integrating 

transport and land use planning to create more accessible, multi-modal 

communities. Transit options might include small, medium and large service 

improvements, plus transit improvements combined with various support 

strategies such as ridership incentives and transit-oriented development 

(Litman, 2006). 

 

Multi modal integration issues will be discussed in more detail in the following 

sections.  

 

2.2.2 Public Transport Management Strategies 

 

Transport management strategies are policies and measures focusing on 

increasing efficiency of existing public transport infrastructure, facilities and 

other resources including lines, vehicles and staff instead of creating new 

and additional capacities. This approach has two distinct strategies, each are 

dealing with different end of the transportation; demand and supply. 

 

2.2.2.1 Travel Demand Management (TDM) 

 

Travel Demand Management (TDM) is use of incentives, disincentives and 

other market devices to shift travel in towards non-motorized or higher-

occupancy modes, to reduce or eliminate the need to travel onto less 

congested routes (Wisconsin Department of Transportation, 1994: 2). The 

main goal of TDM programs are, reorganizing mobility needs of people and 

decreasing traffic congestions by influencing demand and for this reason, it 

uses strategies for shifting demand to more productive modes and away from 

private car use. TDM measures include a variety of instruments, focusing on 

different components of urban transport systems. They range from shifting 

demand to less congested time periods to shifting demand to alternative 

modes; i.e. public transport, cycling and walking.  
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In order to make the alternatives sufficiently attractive to encourage their use, 

it is necessary to consider various inducements that can cause the traveler to 

re-evaluate his/her choices. The inducements range from “incentives” 

(carrots) to public transport users to ”disincentives” (sticks) for private car 

users and range from national and local support actions to the alteration of 

existing travel time and cost relationships (ITE, 1993).  

 

Demand management is necessary for making economies more effective, 

reducing environmental damage, and improving the quality of life. There are 

practical and proven methods of achieving it, using pricing, planning, market 

and political levers. It is important that these levers should be used in 

combination, and should be consistent with each other for full effect (ECMT, 

2003). 

 

TDM Incentives and Disincentives 

 

Substantial portion of TDM measures serve the aim of changing people’s 

travel behavior to use more effective transport modes. Several factors 

influence travel behavior of people. Among these factors, it is often stated 

that measures that bring financial advantages to using public transport 

modes can be more effective in attaining the desired aims than other more 

arbitrary criteria like comfort and speed improvements.  

 

There is also the concept that road users who contribute to congestion are a 

cause of additional costs to society and if they were to be charged for these 

costs, some would travel at different times, by different routes or by different 

means, and congestion would therefore be reduced (O’Flaherty, 1997). In 

travel demand management approach; not only private car travels are 

perceived as the cause of congestions, delays and crowding but also all 

human activities requiring any transport mode fall in the scope of transport 

demand management and are aimed to be shifted to less congested modes, 

routes and times. Several physical, fiscal measures and other management 
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tools are used in order to direct demands to underused alternatives, which 

are often more sustainable forms of transport (Table 2.1). 

Table 2.1 TDM Measures Evaluation 

 

 Physical Fiscal Measures Management 

Reducing Travel Land-Use Planning  Tele working 

Changing Travel 

Corridor 

Bus Lanes 

Pedestrian 

Improvements 

Congestion Pricing 

User Pricing 

Mobility Management 

 

Changing Travel 

Time 
 

Time of Day Transit 

Pricing 

Congestion Pricing 

Free Work Hours 

Extended Work Hours 

Staggered Work Hours 

Change in Mode 

Parking 

Management 

Bicycle Parking 

Bicycle Roads 

Congestion Pricing 

Park & Ride 

Vehicle Tax 

Pay-As-You-Drive 

Insurance 

Distance Based Pricing 

Mobility Management 

Car Sharing 

Modal Integration 

Walking And Cycling 

Encouragement  

 

Public Transport Fare Policies 

 

Since travelers are highly sensivitive to costs, pricing and fare arrengements 

are most effective means among TDM Measures for influencing demand. 

Role of public transport fare policies are discussed below in section of 2.4. 
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2.2.2.2 Transport System Management (TSM) 

 

Similar to TDM strategies, the objective of TSM is to improve the efficiency of 

existing transport system. However, TSM use more physical measures to 

optimize the use of existing infrastructure. Wide ranged TSM strategies 

include initiatives such as modal reorganizations, route restructuring, transit 

priority facilities and measures, intelligent transportation system strategies, 

reserved bus lanes and bus rapid transit arrangements, park-and-ride 

facilities and other physical and operational arrangements increasing system 

efficiency. 

 

Modal integration has increasing importance in larger cities that have 

complex multi modal public transport systems. Urban transport systems are 

composed of various transport components, such as, pedestrians, cyclists, 

private cars, public transport buses, rail systems, maritime modes etc. These 

components should be analyzed correctly and must be integrated to each 

other, in order to have continuous and seamless urban transport system.  

  

 

Modal Reorganization and Route Integration 

 

Integration in transport means providing continuity between transport 

components through management and physical strategies. Modal 

reorganization and route integration are crucial especially for cities that have 

multi modal public transport network. Integration between public transport 

modes should be achieved in order to provide continuous travel facilities 

without having delays and traffic congestion. However, modal integration 

term is not limited to public transport. Facilities to promote transfers from/to 

private cars, bicycles and pedestrians fall within the term integration. Modal 

reorganization and route integration strategies and principles are examined in 

more detail below. 
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2.3 Public Transport Integration 

 

Public transport brings convenience in urban life for travelers. Integration is 

important to achieve an efficient transport system for operators and system 

management. Better integration between public transport services would 

increase passenger figures. There are several recommendations about how 

this might be achieved including through-ticketing, unified bus and rail 

timetables, and better links between urban and rural areas. (Litman, 2006). 

Levels of integration are defined by University of Oxford Transport Studies 

Unit in four categories considering integration instruments included and the 

context of integration: 

 

1. Integrated information on routes (such as common maps, etc.), 

timetables and fares: Information integration is an attempt to inform 

citizens about transport services and facilities. At this integration level 

several instruments such as brochures, maps, bulletin boards, 

announcements on TV’s and radios about time tables, fare and routes 

are used in order to inform people. One point that should be noticed is 

that urban public transport should be perceived, as “one” and 

information of any mode should be gained at all public transport 

services. 

University of Oxford Transport Studies Unit describes this “Integration of 

information” level as “lowering the barriers to utilization”. However, this 

level does not include any transport planning or modal/routes 

arrangement study. . It is focused on communication and marketing. 

 

 

2. Integrated ticketing (total or partial, such as limited to 

seasonal passes), availability of tickets (points of sales) and 

integrated fares (partial or integral): This level aims to eliminate 

obstacles in front of public service use. Integrated ticketing means that 
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all public transport operators use the same or compatible payment 

media on their services. Thus, fare media can be bought at from public 

transport service providers and can be used at whole public transport 

network for payment. This is an issue which can be achieved with only 

operation of same payment media. On the other hand fare integration 

have a wider content. Fare integration attempts to collaborative 

operations of different public transport service providers, which include 

by elimination of “fare difference between similar journeys which are 

given by single or multiple operators”. 

 

For example, the introduction of a common ticketing arrangement 

between bus and rail transport operations in London is estimated to 

have increased the patronage of public transport by about 33%. 

(http://www.worldbank.org) 

 

In Turkey too there are examples for integrated ticketing. Ankara 

Greater Municipality has a limited integrated ticketing system on its two 

rail operations (Ankaray and Metro) and municipality bus operation 

(EGO). Same magnetic card can be used both on Metro system and 

municipality buses and it allows to a free second journey in one hour 

after fare deduction from the card. However, this fare technology does 

not cover all public transport providers such as privately operated public 

transport buses, minibuses (dolmus) and commuter railways so it can 

not be evaluated as a full ticketing system integration. 

 

3. Network integration, both at the planning stages and at the 

operational stage (such as guaranteed interchanges), but also in 

terms of the co-ordination of infrastructures and main 

interchanges at the investment stage: At this stage integration have 

planning scope both for existing infrastructure and further investments. 

Routes, fare tariffs and time tables are arrenged in order to respond 

transport demand by directing it to high capacity and underused modes 
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like rail system and maritime transport. Planning of integration facilities 

has significant role especially on high capacity investments with high 

costs. Urban rail systems require large numbers of passengers which 

cannot be found within walking distance of stations. Rail passengers 

typically depend on buses or cycling as feeder modes. Therefore, it is 

particularly important that these modes are efficiently integrated to gain 

maximum benefit. (www.worldbank.org) 

 
In Turkey, the city of Izmir underwent several inteegration studies since 

the begining of  “Transformation in Transportation” project in the late 

1990s. In this project, the previously underused Maritime transport, 

newly inttroduced light rial system and further investment in Aliağa-

Menderes Regional Railway Line are planned to be integrated with the 

existing bus system. In order to begin this planning phase of integration 

ticket and fare integration is implemented on exiting modes. Public 

transport of Izmir has gained  advanced integration level with this 

comprehensive project, which will be examined further in Chapter 4 and 

5. It is one of reasons why Izmir is selected as case study in this thesis 

 

4. Wider integration. Wider integration includes integration with non-

public transport modes. Park and ride arrengements for private cars, 

parking management and integration with alternative modes such 

bicycles and pedestrians are important at investment, planning and 

operational stages. In addition, transport planning is an issue which 

must be evaluated in relation with urban planning and other social 

polices.  
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2.4 Fare and Pricing Policies in Transport Planning 

 

Pricing and fare polices in transport have a wide context which includes 

actions both at local and national government levels. However, focus of this 

thesis will be on public transport fare policies of local governments. Detailed 

information is given about public transport fare implementations examining 

public transport fare structures, fare types, and pricing instruments used in 

the transit market with possible effects on various components.  

 

Urban dwellers face up traffic congestions and spend considerable time and 

money in traffic today. In addition, they are exposed to noise and air pollution 

in increasing amounts day by day. It is accepted by everybody that people 

should leave their cars and begin to use public transport more to make cities 

livable. “People usually can not behave for public benefits when there’ll be no 

limitations or any order. If it is left to their choice, it seems the easiest and 

most convenient way to have a private car and every day to park in front of 

the house and workplace” (Litman, 2006). Pricing and fare incentives (and 

disincentives) are among the most effective tools in managing transport 

demand and patterns. Travelers are generally very sensitive to the total costs 

of the travel.  

 

National governments use various instruments (fuel taxes, private car 

insurances and taxes, road pricing, etc.) in order to manage car ownership 

and usage. On the other hand, there are different methods, which local 

governments adopt to cope with traffic growth. Congestion pricing is a 

striking example of a disincentive for private car use. London has been 

implementing congestion pricing in central area of London since 2003. Motor 

vehicles must pay a cash amount (£5 in 2003, increased to £8 in 2006) in 

order to enter central zone on weekdays between 7:00 am and 6:30 pm. As 

Banister (2005) indicated, 50,000 (16 percent) fewer cars are entering the 

charging zone, with many switching to alternative public transport and other 

modes that are exempt (taxi, cycle, motorcycle), from the charge, or diverting 
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from the zone. Bus services are more reliable because of reduced 

congestion (TfL, 2003).  

 

Parking management and pricing is another instrument that attempts to 

decrease private car usage and congestions in central areas.  Through 

promoting park and rides at city belts with creation of parking areas and 

parking price incentives, people can be attracted public transport. 

 

Public Transport Fare policies also have an important role in increasing 

public transport ridership. Components of public transport and their 

relationships are discussed in detail below.  

 

2.4.1 Public Transport Fare Policy Benefits 

Public transport has a vital role for urban transport since it decreases traffic 

congestion through offering mobility facilities to population, and improves 

livability of cities. Integrated ticketing increases public transport travels in 

addition to enabling implementation of several fare policies. Benefits vary 

according to level of integration. An advanced integration level brings wide 

ranged benefits both for operator, for consumer/community, for environment 

and urban development. These benefits, which are emphasized by Grey 

(1975), Vuchic (2005) and Litman (2006), are summarized below.  

 

2.4.1.1 Consumer/Community Related Benefits 

 

- Consumer cost savings can be obtained with fare integration, since 

people begin to pay for real costs of the public transport service they use 

like distance they travel. 

 

- Travel opportunities can be improved especially for non-drivers and 

disadvantaged groups such as the old young, the poor, the handicapped, 

and those without full time access to a private car.  
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- Private car users would be exposed to a lower level of traffic congestions.  

 

- Overcrowdings on transport vehicles can be reduced during the peak 

hours with implementation of time of day based fare system.  

 

- Frequency, speed, reliability of public transport services can be improved. 

 

- Buying and validating process of fare media become more convenient 

and easy through electronic fare collection and card installation facilities. 

 

- Free or reduced car, motorcycle and bicycle parking opportunities can be 

offered at public transport transfer points in order to promote transfers to 

Public Transport 

 

- Pedestrian safety and fitness can be improved. 

 

2.4.1.2 Environmental/ and Urban Benefits 

  

- Energy conservation and pollution reduction can be achieved, as private 

car users prefer public transport. 

 

- Alternative land use aims such as sprawling and compact land use 

effects, can be reached through public transport fare policies according to 

them being distance-based or not.. In the long run fares often have 

significant impact on the form and development of central cities and their 

surrounding area and suburbs. 

 

- Fare incentives and disincentives can be used by planners in order to 

direct movement to strategic centers  
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- A distance-based fare system can encourage geographically more 

compact communities requiring less reliance on motorized and especially 

private transport 

 

- Traffic congestions and waiting times can be reduced, if public transport 

usage is increased through fare incentives. 

 

- Air pollution, noise and visual intrusion can also be reduced if traffic is 

reduced. 

 

- Land consumption can be reduced and green space preservation can be 

provided if the fare system can help control urban growth. 

 

- Number of Traffic accidents can be reduced, pedestrian safety can be 

improved, if reductions can be made in motorcar traffic through fare 

incentives and disincentives. 

 

2.4.1.3 Operators Benefits 

 

- Public transport fare arrangements can maximize revenue, minimize unit 

cost and  of operation, conserve energy through efficient use of scarce 

capacity 

 

- It can also preserve flexibility for adjusting fare levels to meet new 

revenue targets or market demands 

 

- Access to information about passenger travel information is maintained 

through an advanced fare system. Thus, efficiency of ticketing/fare 

collection and public transport services will be improved. Incentives to 

improved management performance can be maintained. 
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- Fare collection system can facilitate one-man bus operation and alleviate 

staffing difficulties. 

 

- Crucial deficiency of paper ticket system; fare evasion and fraud, can be 

eliminated with implementation of electronic fare collection system 

 

 

Definition of Fare policy 

 

Economic, social and operational objectives and requirements cannot all be 

achieved simultaneously since some of them are mutually conflicting. For 

example, in order to ensure equity for disadvantaged people, public transport 

fare levels should be decreased to a minimum level; however this would 

result in operator loss or service quality decreases. Compromises must be 

found between conflicting objectives. Therefore local authorities should 

assess their own specific conditions, aims and needs to define proper fare 

policy, which suits their situation.  

 

Grey (1975) defined methods for best policy selection as fallows; 

a. To choose one of the most important objectives and threat others as 

constraints. 

b. To convert several objectives to a single one by assuming  a 

predetermined trade off between them 

c. To search for solutions which are satisfactory or good enough rather than 

optimal  

 

In order to derive a political decision social aims can be considered more 

important than economic benefits. “In particular, the objectives of attracting 

passengers in order to increase the mobility of the population, increase job 

opportunity or access to schools by students, reduce traffic congestion, and 

make a city more livable are in most cities considered more important than 

collecting maximum revenue.” (Vuchic, 2005: 375)   
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2.4.2 Public Transportation Fare Systems 

 

Public transport has a vital role for urban transport since it decreases traffic 

congestion through offering mobility facilities to population, and improves 

livability of cities. In order to attract passengers to public transport, fare 

arrangements are used widespread. Characteristics and objectives of 

transportation pricing policies are already discussed above in general. In 

addition to these features, public transport fares have some differences in 

implementation process.   

 

In most cities that have rational transportation policies with positive treatment 

of transit, the objective of attracting riders is far more important than 

maximization of revenue (Vuchic, 2005). Appropriate fare structure and fare 

level is decided for public transportation system within these political 

decisions after the selection of a policy. Since transport users are affected 

directly by prices, a major increase in transit fares will result in passengers 

choosing to use their cars in urban transport. Higher car use will have the 

result of more congestion, longer, lower transport speed, and longer drive 

time. On the other hand, public transport will have lower revenue in long term 

because of passenger loss, lower service quality and frequency. Vuchic 

(2005) emphasizes this relationship between transit fares and transit system 

components such as revenue, costs, travel time, service frequency.  (Figure 

2.2) 
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Source: Vuchic (2005: 375) 

Figure 2.2 Two vicious circles caused by fare increases  

 

The starting point of the cycle is more different in Turkish Cities than US 

cities. Number of people who use cars for daily commuting trips is growing 

which results with extreme traffic congestion. However, main criterion for 

selecting car for daily travel is not only high transit fares. There are 

insufficient transit planning arrangements, lower service quality and lower 

transit speed, longer travel times etc., as well as a general pro-car attitude in 
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road planning that results in favorable conditions for car drivers. Here, transit 

fares can be used not only with its quantitative meaning, but as a political 

manner in order to improve transit system operation and attract new 

passengers for using public transport. A reliable, convenient, efficient transit 

system will constitute an alternative for car use and attract users for using 

public transport.  

 

Public Transport Fare policies have an important role in increasing public 

transport rider ship. The amount of fare, its relationship to distance traveled, 

integration between different transport modes, quality of service facilities, and 

convenience of payment influence use of transit.   

 

In addition to the increase in rider ship, as Vuchic (2005) emphasized, fare 

types and collection affect efficiency of operations. As operations improve, 

convenience and reliability increase and consequently rider ship increases 

too. Fare Components and their relationships are summarized below at 

Figure 2.3. Defining general objectives for Urban Transport will shape 

subsidy instruments like general government or local government subsidies. 

General pricing policies (vehicle fuel taxes, insurance costs) and local 

government pricing (congestion pricing)/public transport fare policies are 

defined according to general pricing objectives and subsidy instruments. 

Public transport operation objectives are set after defining urban transport 

operation objectives. After definition of public transport fare policies; available 

fare structure, types, fare technologies and by products of the technology will 

finally shape fare structure. Both pricing and fare policies result in above 

stated benefits for user/community, for environment/urban development and 

for operator.  

 

Fare structures, fare types, fare products and fare technologies are 

discussed below in the following sections.  
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Figure 2.3 Components of Fare System 

 

2.4.3 Fare Structure 

 

Fare Structure is the way which fares are paid. Fare structures can be 

categorized under two general categories as flat and differentiated fare 

structures. In flat fare structure, riders are charged the same fare regardless 

of length of the trip, time of day, speed or quality of service. Alternatively, 

fares can be differentiated by one or more of these parameters, resulting in 

distance based or zonal fares, time based (peak/off-peak) differential, service 

based differential. Basic characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of 

different methods and technologies will be discussed here. 
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2.4.3.1 Flat Fares 

 

A predetermined amount of fare is charged for every boarding of each 

vehicle in the system. The same fare is paid regardless of the distance 

traveled, quality of service offered and the time of day the travel is made. The 

same amount of fare (flat fare) is applied for all vehicles and all lines of an 

operator or all operators of an entity if integration among multi operators 

exists. Fare collection can be made in vehicle, at exit or entrance of vehicle 

at the station. 

 

Flat fare is the simplest type among all other fare structure alternatives since 

it offers several advantages. Easy comprehension of users can be achieved 

with simplified tickets and fare level changes can be easily applied.  

However, it has various disadvantages too, such as inflexibility of not 

allowing any fare differentiation of the travel distance, travel time and service 

level. It is most appropriate fare structure for networks, where trip lengths do 

not vary, where travels do not have peak crowded hours and where service 

qualities do not differ.  

 

In multimodal systems, the flat fare scheme can be supported with free 

transfer possibility to other vehicles in combination. Transfers between 

different tips are limited usually with number of trips or time between two 

travels (for example in one hour).  

 

In many cities, flat fares are preferred as fare structure predominantly since it 

is convenient both for passengers and for operators to understand pay and 

handle. However, flat fares have several drawbacks in large cities (Vuchic, 

2005). White indicated the drawbacks of flat fares as follows:   

 

“Where a flat fare is charged each time a passenger boards a vehicle, the 

cost to someone making a linked trip becomes very high, increasing by the 

whole flat fare system makes it easy to incorporate a transfer facility, by 
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permitting unlimited transfers within a given period, the time of issue being 

printed on the ticket. “ (White, 2002)  

 

2.4.3.2 Differentiated Fares 

 

a. Graduated Fares (Distance Based Fares) 

 

The basic feature of graduated fares is the travel charge differentiation 

related to distance traveled. The amount of the distance fare is accumulated 

amount of the basic unit fares for traveled unit distances. The unit can be 

composed according to kilometers traveled or blocks of unit distances (zone 

or stages).  

 

Kilometric Fares: 

 

The kilometric fares are not directly and easily applicable for the public 

transport serviced due to the practicable considerations of fare collection 

technologies and complexities of urban trip behaviors. (IsGM, 1994)  

 

Stages Fares:  

 

Travel distances of routes are divided blocks or stages based on a unit 

distance without any geographical zones in the “stage fare system”. The unit 

stage distance may vary slightly for social, marketing or practical reasons at 

the city center and periphery of the city. The stage fare system intends to 

solve inequality of flat fare and zone systems related to the travel distance. 

Graduated fare scales are illustrated below at Figure 2.4 

 

In practice, perfect graduation is not attainable. Although for railways station-

to-station prices can be set, for bus services there are too many stops to 
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make this practical, and stops are grouped in to stage-to stage basis. (White, 

2002)  

 

 

Source: White (2002:116) 

Figure 2.4 Graduated Fare Scales  

 

The Dutch “Strippemn kaart” prepaid ticketing system displays this feature, 

as minimum of two strips must be cancelled on boarding the vehicle then a 

further strip for each zone boundary crossed. (White, 2002) 

 

Zonal Fares 

 

Zonal fare system is a variation of distance fares. In this fare system the city 

is divided into several zones, with fares at a flat rate for all travel within 

designated number of zones and extra charges made for crossing the 

boundaries.  
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However, passengers making short trips but crossing the zone borders have 

to pay two zone fares, while long trip making passengers in a fare zone pay 

only a single fare. (IsGM, 1994) Nevertheless, the systems discourages long- 

trips within the urban area, and hence help reduce trip distances and overall 

emissions, as well as help land-use strategies, such as limiting growth at 

boundaries. 

 

b. Time-of-Day Pricing 

Time-of-day pricing refers to charging more at peak hours or charging less at 

off-peak hours. If the travel begins or ends in defined peak period, higher 

travel fares must be paid than those at the off peak hour. In London, if the 

payment is made with Oyster Card during the off-peak hours, fare discounts 

can be received between 0.20 and 0.70 £ varrying according to distance. 

 

c. Quality of service pricing:  

 

Various fare levels are offered at various qualities on several special routes 

or lines. The main aim of this service type is to encourage car drivers to leave 

their cars and use public transport. Reliable, frequent, high quality public 

transport service should be given with definite time schedules so that it can 

constitute an alternative to private car travels. Non-stop bus/rail services with 

high fares between suburbs and city center can be classified as quality of 

service based pricing; while similar service on the alternative bus/train lines 

having various stops would charge lower fares. However, it does not include 

a special service on the whole or large part of either the road or the rail 

network, on the grounds that this would lead to such a large diversion of 

passengers from the other public transport services as to make it an 

impracticable proposition (Grey, 1975).
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2.4.4 Fare Marketing Types 

Each of these pricing alternatives could be implemented via differing amount 

and styles of purchase. Generally, high amount purchases provide 

substantial discounts. Main methods are; 

 

1. Single Tickets are sold for one trip. 

2. Multi journey Tickets, sold in books or strips of single tickets 

3. System Passes allow unlimited travel on any vehicle in the system during 

period of validity of ticket. 

4. Period Passes (Season Tickets), valid for certain period for any 

predetermined or unlimited number of journeys between two defined 

points of system 

5. Special User Groups: no charge for all children between certain ages, 

discounts for students, retainers  

 

2.4.5 Fare Collection Technology 

 

Fare collection system is the medium, which constitutes a contract between 

passenger and operator at each use of the transport services offered and 

used. A proof of payment by a media is usually needed for different operating 

reasons such as: 

 

- to measure the amount of fare which may not be defined at the beginning 

of the trip or control trip distance 

- to prove that the passenger is entitled for a bonus at a transfer trip 

- to control that time duration is valid 

- to prove the payment since the seller and operator are different parties in 

most cases  

 

Various fare collection media is used in public transport services of many 

cities in the world. Complexity of functions and technology of media is 
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increases as city becomes larger and user preferences diversify (IsGM, 

1994). Main types of fare collection systems are discussed below.   

 

Cash Fares 

 

Cash fare is the simplest way of payment in which passenger directly pays to 

the operator with money at the beginning or at the end of the trip. This type of 

fare collection is the easiest way for users to understand and requires the 

least amount of planning by passenger before boarding. For operators, it is 

easiest way to implement and change. However, it has several drawbacks 

and Vuchic (2005) stated these in three groups; first, cash handling causes 

security problems in high-crime areas; second it is a time consuming 

transaction; and third when performed on vehicle and in stations it is a 

process that requires safety protected procedures and labor intensive 

handling in offices and transfer to banks.  

 

On the other hand  payment in cash cannot be easily adjusted to various 

complex needs of different fare systems and pricing methods such as 

transfer bonuses, multi trip selling, differential pricing, etc. (IsGM, 1994). 

These planning arrangements bring several advantages to public transport 

users such as convenience and lower transport fares upon different choices 

of people and therefore affect public transport use seriously.  Because of 

shortcomings and other needs of transport planning cash fares are leaving 

their places to prepaid fares. 

 

Prepaid Fares 

 

Prepaid fare provides considerable benefits to both passengers and 

operators. In this form of payment, since cash-handling process is performed 

before boarding vehicle, it brings significant time savings. Prepaid fares 

usually are sold at major stops or stores and often bring users a discount or a 

deduction when sold as batches. 
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Paper Tickets: Paper tickets can be purchased before trip, at the entrance 

or on board. Paper tickets are used in tree forms according to purposes and 

trip types.  

 

Simple Tickets: These are manufactured in counterfoil or in other form with 

unique numbering for easy control and handling. Fare distinction is ensured 

by design, size and color. These paper tickets are used with or without 

manual or mechanical (stamp) for transfer inscriptions possibilities, zone or 

distance definition (IsGM, 1994). 

 

Hard Paper Tickets: Also manufactured in counterfoil or other forms with 

unique numbering these tickets are more durable and generally pre-sold and 

validated by a mechanical punch with a hole or cutting a piece of the card. 

Fare distinction is provided by design for different time, zone or distance 

definition and with mechanical inscriptions for transfer facilities (IsGM, 1994). 

Paper ticket was a proven media being used in many cities for many years. 

Main advantage of paper tickets are simplicity and cheapness. However, it 

has many disadvantages. Paper ticket cannot be read or validated 

automatically and therefore they result in time losses at boarding and data 

collection problems. Another disadvantage of tickets is about inspection. 

They are subject to fraud and abuse since it is easy to falsify.  (IsGM, 1994) 

 

Tokens: Metallic or plastic tokens are also very common media for fare 

collection where the token is dropped in a fare box or in turnstiles at the 

entrance of the vehicle or platform. Since the media is left at the entrance it 

cannot be controlled during the trip and requires a closed fare collection 

system. Operating speeds of token transactions are higher than paper tickets 

especially where a paid area with turnstiles exits (IsGM, 1994). They can be 

automatically validated with mechanical fare boxes and turnstiles. 
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Tokens are cheap because they are reusable; however, they are not flexible 

for using on differential fare schemes (distance, peak time pricing, etc.) or for 

transfers between different travels.  Another disadvantage of tokens is that 

recycling of tokens reduces the security and creates risks for delivery and 

handling.    

 

Magnetic Cards: Magnetic card technology requires electronic validators for 

reading and checking the electronic data on the stripe. Magnetic cards can 

be automatically read and validated and enables transfer trips and fare 

differentiation. Automatic Data collection is possible with magnetic cards.  

 

Electronic Smart Cards: Smart Cards contain a small embedded computer 

chip in it. These cards were developed to provide a data storage location that 

had more capacity and was less vulnerable than the magnetic stripe on fare 

cards (TCRP, 2003). Contact and Contactless types of smart cards can be 

used for public transport payments as well as park and ride lots, tolls, 

telephone calls or other money transactions. There are various advantages 

of electronic cards for users and operators. 

 

Electronic fare card; Octopus, in Hong Kong, first began to be used at bus, 

rail and ferry operations, was developed for non transit use of the card, such 

as retail purchases (currently accepted at 300 vending machines and 160 

retail establishments, including Starbucks, Watsons, 7-Eleven Convenience 

Stores and Hong Kong’s two largest groceries), parking meters and 

telephone calls. (Vuchic, 2005) 

 

User Benefits of Electronic Cards 

 

- Cards can be reloaded easily at loading points when needed. These 

reloading points can be located at several places in city such as at 

markets, kiosk, cinemas etc. 
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- Multi passes can be made easily with a single card.  

 

- In case of lost refund can be given to users if ID number is declared to 

Electronic Card Information Center.  

 

Operational Benefits of Electronic Cards 

 

- Differentiated fare structures (time of day pricing, distance based pricing, 

quality of service pricing, etc.) are possible with electronic cards. 

 

-  By eliminating manual travel cost collection in vehicle, maximum driver 

concentration to the traffic is enabled. 

 

- Electronic Fare Collection enables considerable potential, for improving 

both the planning and operation of public services (in route planning) in 

accordance to daily statistical reports 

 

- Fare evasion and fraud, will be eliminated with the electronic fare system 

 

- Fuel savings can be achieved by faster fare collection  

 

- Operational costs are reduced through staff savings 

 

- Achieving control and operation transparency through automatic 

transition of fare information, which are collected in banks, to vehicle 

owners accounts in the following day. 

 

- Operators’ control over drivers and vehicles can be increased through 

vehicle tracking system 

 

- Ticket counting, storing and pressing issues are eliminated. 
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2.4.6 Side Benefits of Ticketing Technologies 

New media is being used at not only public transport services but at different 

urban services, i.e. parking areas, and commercial areas such as cinemas, 

theaters, etc.   

 

Vehicle Tracking System 

 

Vehicle tracking system is the application, which provides vehicle tracking. 

Position information of vehicle is determining with GPS module on the 

validator locating in vehicle and it is transmitted to center through GPRS 

Module, which is again a part of validator. Thus, real timed vehicle tracking 

system will be provided on the maps in computer.   

 

Real timed vehicle tracking system is also provided on photos from satellite. 

This system enables message connection with vehicle and stores position 

information weekly, creates reports, which can compose different statistics. 

 

Vehicle owners and bus operators have the monitoring facility of vehicle 

movements in real time and in past time period. Previously bus operators 

were able to perform this service only from central office, but now bus owners 

can access this data from anywhere.  

Through tracking systems control over vehicles and drivers can be increased 

and therefore unnecessary cost can be eliminated.  

Main Goal of vehicle tracking system is to decrease costs and increases the 

efficiency of different organizations like minibus and bus systems through 

real timed tracking and reporting facilities and thus profitability increases can 

be achieved. (www.kentkart.com) 
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Integrated Solutions (E-Purse) 

 

Another aim of electronic payment system is to make the city life more 

convenient through applying integrated solutions and multipurpose solutions. 

Payments are planned to be performed with smart cards at automats on 

parking areas, at sport facilities, fair grounds, cinemas, buffets etc.  

 

Passenger Information 

 

Another feature gaining wider implementation is using electronic fare system 

technological infrastructure for real time travel information. With this usage 

travelers will be informed by a message on their cellular phone after sending 

a message, about bus number and time schedule at destination direction 

which would reduce waiting time at the stops for passengers. 

 

Credit Card Application  

This project is developed for travelers coming from out of city and using the 

system rarely because they usually do not have valid smart cards. Therefore, 

credit card reader is integrated to validators and travel cost collection is 

enabled through using GPRS infrastructure.  (Litman, 2006) 

 

 

2.5  A summary of literature on public transport improvement 

policies and measures 

 

The review of the literature and previous experiences in the world show that 

new public transport investments or the improvement of existing ones are 

required in order to response increasing transport demand in urban areas. It 

is extremely important that any public transport investment is accompanied 

with TSM and TDM strategies. As mentioned above TSM and TDM strategies 

are effective tools for improving public transport systems. Among TSM 
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strategies modal integration and among TDM strategies fare policies have 

comprehensive positive effects in increasing public transport ridership and 

providing environmental, operational, and land-use benefits. 

 

Fare and integration arrangements should be planned and applied together 

in order to gain maximum benefits from investments. Several modal 

integration arrangements can be implemented if advanced level ticket and 

fare integration is provided. In addition, it is important to plan these 

arrangements before introducing new high capacity rail modes. New systems 

can bring maximum benefit and serve target ridership numbers, only with 

providing modal integration between existing transport systems and the 

recently introduced system. The literature shows that all these strategies, 

projects and arrangements bring various benefits, but that these benefits can 

be maximized only if these schemes are applied together as components of a 

comprehensive policy package. Therefore, it is important that various public 

transport improvement strategies, together with TSM and TDM schemes are 

planned and implemented in integration, so that they can support and 

complement each other.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

3.1 Aim of Study 

 

It has been shown in the previous chapters of the study that improvement of 

public transport systems is considered as a fundamental component of 

contemporary transport planning and policy-making. It is clear that public 

transport can be an effective tool in helping alleviate current transport 

problems, such as congestion and air pollution, and in contributing to 

sustainable transport objectives, if it can be planned and improved as an 

attractive transport option. This can be made by introducing entirely new 

systems, such as urban rail, busways, and ferries. It also can be achieved by 

improving the service quality of existing public transport systems, 

reorganization and integration of existing and new public transport modes, 

and implementing various fare and pricing policies that can increase the 

attraction of the system, while reducing the relative advantage of other 

modes, and particularly the car. While each one of these strategies is 

important and effective, it is recognized that implementing them together in a 

comprehensive and integrated policy package can help increase benefits 

expected from each measure, and enhance the success of these pro-public-

transport policies. 

 

The main aim of this thesis is to show whether such public transport 

improvement policies and measures can make a difference in urban transport 

and traffic, and contribute to the attainment of a more sustainable transport 

system. In particular, it is intended to assess the role of fare and pricing 
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policies together with modal reorganization strategies in improving public 

transport, and increasing its rider ship.  

 

Izmir Metropolitan Area was chosen as the study case study since a 

comprehensive public transport improvement project was formulated and 

implemented starting in the late 1990s. First, an electronic fare collection 

system had been introduced in 1999 and many fare structure changes had 

been implemented along with comprehensive route restructuring of public 

transport system. A light rail system was introduced in 2000 and ferries 

started to be operated by the local government and were organized, and 

hence in better integration with the rest of the local transport systems, in 

2000 May. While examining the effects of new integration approaches in 

Izmir is a prior aim, the study also aims at examining effects of different 

urban transport planning and operating approaches and methods 

implemented in Izmir simultaneously with the fare system changes. 

 

3.2 Research Proposal  

 

The hypothesis of this study is that public transport integration measures 

together with fare restructuring and arrangements can have significantly 

positive effects in increasing public transport ridership, and in providing 

operational, environmental and land-use benefits. The benefits of integration 

and fare policies are attempted to be measured with Izmir Case study in this 

thesis.  

 

City of Izmir has recently gone through a series of changes starting with 

implementation of electronic fare system application. Changes continued with 

bus restructuring and fare system changes both for providing integration with 

maritime transport and for maximizing bus system operation efficiency. Later 

with introducing new light rail system, bus routes are further restructured to 

provide complete integration with the light rail system to existing public 

transport network. Hence, this case provides an example where a 
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comprehensive and integrated package of different schemes was introduced 

in a city to increase the ridership and efficiency of public transport systems. 
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3.3 Measuring Benefits 

 

A number of criteria had been developed for measuring the urban 

transportation and public transport improvements and efficiency after the 

integration and fare arrangements on Izmir Public Transport System. In 

particular, these criteria focus on public transport usage changes, 

advantages to user and operators, environmental and urban benefits. 

Several indicators are defined in order to assess changes in terms of each 

mentioned benefits. Since the criteria contain both quantifiable and non-

quantifiable values results of the case study will be evaluated with both 

statistical data from public transport operators of the Greater Izmir 

Municipality and personal evaluations of related municipality officials and 

public transport users/non-users, which will be derived from interviews. 

 

In order to be able to carry out a comprehensive analysis, a framework was 

developed to help analyze the effects of changes in the transport system, 

and to identify whether certain benefits were achieved. The benefits that 

should be expected from a public transport improvement scheme are 

identified as those shown in Table 3.1. The attainment of these benefits can 

be tested through the analysis of a set of indicators that can show whether an 

improvement exists. These indicators are also shown in the table, together 

with information regarding the availability of data for an in-depth analysis of 

these indicators. 

 

3.4  Case Study Selection 

 

Three largest metropolitan cities in Turkey were evaluated during case study 

selection: Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir. 

 

Istanbul is a metropolitan area with over 12 millions population having a 

metro line, two light rail lines, three tramway lines in operation in addition to 
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2824 public buses, 2050 private buses, 5857 minibuses, 32 ferries, 23 

ferryboats, 25 sea buses and 81 km commuter lines on two continents 

(http://www.ibb.gov.tr). A number of new LRT and heavy rail lines are under 

construction. There have been several integration improvements such as 

feeder bus lines to serve new rail stations when new systems were 

introduced. However, comprehensive integration attempts have not been 

done in city scale for Istanbul. The city has a unique electronic fare collection 

technology, Akbil operating with electronic contact. Fare collection system 

was introduced on light rail systems and buses, later on maritime transport 

and recently on commuter trains for fare payment. However, integration of 

modes, fare collection system and fare policy measures have yet been 

implemented at a limited scale and are in the early stages. Considering also 

the various rail construction works going on in the city in the past two years, it 

was decided that it was early to carry out a comprehensive integration study 

on Istanbul. 

 

Ankara, the second largest city in Turkey, has a metro and light rail system in 

operation together with public buses and privately operated bus and minibus 

systems. The Greater Municipality of Ankara continues construction for three 

metro line extensions. The city has a magnetic fare collection system used 

on public buses, light rail system (Ankaray) and Metro. This outdated 

magnetic fare collection technology is not used on private buses, minibuses 

and commuter line. Fare structure allows only transfers and integration 

among two rail lines (Ankaray and Metro) and municipal buses. Magnetic fare 

collection system has various drawbacks resulting from its limited data 

storage capacity and inconvenience of use. Route reorganizations and 

integration studies are limited in magnetic fare collection systems since 

magnetic cards do not enable differentiating fare structures. Furthermore, 

ticketing system of Ankara excludes commuter train service and privately 

operated buses and minibuses. Furthermore, Greater Municipality of Ankara 

has not developed and implemented a citywide integration effort yet. 
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Therefore Ankara has limited ticketing/fare integration and network 

integration (both planning and operational stages). 

 

Izmir, the third largest metropolitan city in Turkey, has a population of about 3 

millions. The city underwent several integration studies since the beginning of 

“Transformation in Transportation” project in the late 1990s. In this project, 

the previously underused maritime transport, newly introduced light rail 

system and future Aliağa-Menderes Regional Railway Line are integrated 

with the existing bus system. Before the implementation of these route 

integration schemes, ticket and fare integration were implemented on existing 

modes. Public transport of Izmir has gained advanced integration level with 

this comprehensive project. This public transport improvement project, which 

introduced a well-integrated set of different schemes in one policy-package, 

is the main reason for selecting Izmir as the case study of the thesis. 

 

In addition, having maritime transport facilities, Izmir is a good case to 

examine the integration of different modes and utilization of fare policies to 

improve public transport system and efficiency. 

 

3.5 Data 

 

Data was available to measure not all but some of the benefits arising from 

the project implementation. Passenger numbers at different modes, effect of 

distance based service applications, travel time variations in the day, 

seasonal changes, effects of transfers to usage, travel durations, revenues 

and cost of  all transport will be examined.  

 

The available statistical data are gathered from Transportation Department of 

the Municipality, ESHOT, METRO Inc., and İzdeniz Inc. In order to evaluate 

non-statistical values, interviews were made with executive staff of these 

institutions. 
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Data 

Available 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Available 

NA 

Available 

Available 

Available 

NA 

Indicators 

- Modal Share of Transport Modes in whole Public Transport System 
 Transport Modes Ridership figures 

- Usages of Maritime and Other Modes after/before the Project 
 Piers in Operation, fleet, time schedules 

- Usages of Metro and Other Modes after/before the Project 

- Modal Usage Sharing of Transport Modes in whole Public Transport 
System 

- Fare Structure Features and Fare Levels before and after fare integration 
and staged fare application 

- Waiting and Travel Times Analysis before and after the Project 

 -Route Lengths before and after the Project 

- Passengers per route km 

-  Passenger satisfaction evaluation 

- Average daily Vehicle Kilometer 
- Number of Vehicle Trips 
 -Passenger Number per Trip 
- Passenger Number per Vehicle 
- Passenger Number per Worker 

- Change in congestion levels 
- Change in modal share of cars 

- Energy consumption per km of service 

- Change in annual CO2 levels in Izmir 

- Annual emission levels from modes 

- Before and after Landuse Studies 

Benefits 

Increase in total Usage 

Reinforcement of Underused Maritime transport 

Integration of Metro to other modes 

Balanced Usage among Transport Modes 

Equity and Cost Savings 

Time savings 

Improved Mobility and accessibility 

Improved comfort, decreased crowding 

Electronic fare system facilities 

Increasing system efficiency and  modal effectiveness 

Decreasing Congestion 

Energy Consumption 

Air Quality Improvement 

Noise Pollution 

More rational spatial distribution of urban 
functions 

Table 3.1 Project Benefits and Evaluation Indicators 

Benefit Areas 

Public 
Transport 
System 

Social and 
Economic 
Benefits For 
Users 

Economic 
Benefits for 
Operators 

Traffic Benefits 

Environmental 
Benefits 

Land Use 
Benefits 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

IZMIR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM: RECENT 

TRANSFORMATIONS AND NEW FARE POLICIES 

 

 

4.1 Background Information on Izmir 

General Urban Characteristics 

Izmir hosts 4.9% of Turkeys total population and 13.1% of Aegean Region 

population, with 3,370,865 people according TURKSTAT 2000 Census 

results ( www.die.gov.tr ) (Table 4.1, Figure 4.1) 

Table-4.1 Growth of Izmir Population  
 

Year Population 

1955 910.496 

1960 1.063.490 

1965 1.234.667 

1970 1.427.173 

1975 1.673.966 

1980 1.976.763. 

1985 2.317.829 

1990 2.694.770 

1995 3.114.859 

2000 3.387.908 

Source: TURKSTAT (2000)
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Izmir was defined as a 6th level metropolitan center along with Ankara, Izmir, 

Adana and Gaziantep (while Istanbul was defined as a 7th level metropolitan 

center; and Bursa, Konya, Eskisehir, Samsun, Sivas, Elazığ, Diyarbakır, 

Trabzon were defined as the 5th level urban centers) according to a study on 

Turkey’s Dwelling Hierarchy conducted in the 90’s by State Planning 

Organization (Izmir Greater Municipality, 2006). 
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Figure 4.1 Growth of Izmir Population 

 

Izmir is a primary commercial center and import/export door for products to 

and from the world; Izmir Province is responsible for 7.4% of Turkey's 

industrial production, 18% of Turkey's exports and 13% of Turkey's imports – 

all of which were delivered through the Izmir port in 2001. Izmir also accounts 

for 35% of all of Turkey's tourism income. The majority of Izmir’s tourism 

relies on Izmir as a central “hub” for key destinations such as Ephesus and 

Pergamum (The Louis Berger Group, 2005). 
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4.2 Urban Transportation Characteristics of Izmir 

 

Vehicle Fleet 

 

Izmir is also suffering from the effects of car ownership growth; like many 

cities in the world and in Turkey.  Motor vehicle numbers in showed an 

increase of 52%, which is lower than the increase in Istanbul (105%) and 

slightly higher than Ankara (47%). However, it still has the smallest vehicle 

number among three big cities. (Figure 4.2) 
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Figure 4.2 Numbers of Motor Vehicles in Ankara, Istanbul and Izmir 

between 1998-2005  

 

Per capita income in Izmir was 3,215 USD in year 2001, which is nearly 50% 

higher than the national average income of 2,146 USD (www.turkstat.gov.tr) 

resulting with in higher average private car ownership than the national 

average.  
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Number of registered motor vehicles per 1000 population in Izmir is 30% 

higher than national average. Number of registered private cars per 1000 

population is 40% higher than the national average according to TURKSTAT 

Data (Table 4.2, Figure 4.3). However, it is still fairly low compared to 

industrialized countries (about 500 cars per 1000 residents in USA and 

European countries.) This low car ownership figure creates a high 

dependence and demand on public transportation services and emphasizes 

its importance in city life. (The Louis Berger Group, 2005) 

Table 4.2 Registered Motor Vehicles and Cars in Izmir in 2005 

 

Motor Vehicles Private Cars 
 

Number 
per 1000 

population 
Number 

per 1000 
population 

Turkey 11,145,826 154.7 5,772,745 80,1 

Izmir 731,995 200.6 409,397 112,2 

 

Source: www.turkstat.gov.tr 
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Figure 4.3 Growth of Registered Motor Vehicles and Cars in Izmir  

 

Number of motor vehicles and cars showed a consistent modest increase 

between 1998 and 2003. Growth trends have been higher starting since 2003 

until 2006. Increase in motor vehicles was much higher than private car 

registration during these years reflecting economic growth adding more 

commercial vehicles to the fleet (Figure 4.3). 

 

Public Transportation Modes and Facilities 

The Greater Izmir Municipality (GIM) is responsible for operating public 

transport services in Izmir metropolitan area. Urban passenger transport 

services operated or managed by the GIM consist of the following urban 

transport modes and facilities; 

 

� Municipal buses operated by the Greater Izmir Municipality with a 

fleet of about 1,500 buses that transport about 680,000 daily 

passengers.(Figure 4.4) 
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� Light Rail Transit (LRT) (named metro) operated by Izmir Metro Inc. 

a private company with all shares owned by subsidiaries of the GIM. 

11.6 km-long Phase-1 line between Üçyol and Bornova is operated 

with 45 Electric Multiple Units (EMU) and transports about 80,000 daily 

passengers. While this system may be characterized as “light rail” for 

the type of vehicles used, it operates in a grade-separated right-of-way 

with an electrified third rail, rather than an overhead catenary, and may 

therefore be referred as a “metro” system rather than “light rail”. 

(Figure 4.5) 

 

� Commuter trains operated by the TCCD (Turkish State Railway 

General Directorate of central government) are currently not in 

operation and being upgraded. The system includes the 57 km-long 

North Section between Aliağa and Alsancak previously serving 10,000 

daily passengers and the 22 km-long South Section between Alsancak 

and Cumaovası. (Figure 4.6) 
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Figure 4.4 Municipal Buses 

 

 

Figure 4.5 İzmir Metro 
 

 
 

Figure 4.6 Commuter Trains
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- Ferries operated by the İzdeniz (a Municipal company) with an 

agreement signed with the Municipality, including ferries previously 

operated by the TDI (Türkiye Denizcilik İşletmeleri: Turkish Maritime 

Administration) and sea buses operated by private operators under 

contract to İzdeniz. The system is composed of seven passenger 

ferries, three vehicle and passenger ferries, and thirteen sea buses 

(smaller vessels) totaling 23 vessels connecting eight ferry terminals 

currently serving about 40,000 passengers per day (Figure 4.7, Figure 

4.8) 

 

� Minibuses have a fleet of 1,100 privately operated vehicles 

transporting about 300,000 daily passengers. Geographic expansion of 

municipal boundaries with a law in 2004 expanded size of this mode 

within GIM boundaries. 

 

� Employee (and School) bus services provided by industries, 

companies and schools, and operated by private operators. 

 

� Taxi-dolmuses, are privately operated shared taxis with a fixed fare 

on a fixed route 

 

� There are a number of inter-modal transfer facilities among bus, ferry, 

metro, minibus and commuter rail (with further connections in 

development), 

 

� There are parking garages and lots, at downtown and at strategic 

locations throughout the City 
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Figure 4.7 Ferries at Konak Pier 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Sea Bus Passengers Disembarking at Pasaport Pier
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Having introduced new public transport systems, such as the Izmir Metro and 

locally operated ferries, The Municipality of Greater Izmir launched a project 

in 1999 to provide better integration between these various modes. This 

project, named the ”Transformation in Transportation” is presented in the 

following sections, which highlight conditions before and after the Integration 

Project of Public Transport Systems.  

 

4.3 Public Transportation and Fare Structure before the Project  

 

4.3.1 Historical Development of Public Transportation Systems in Izmir 

 

Public transportation in Izmir has a long history starting from 19th century with 

first commuter rail operations during Ottoman period. The city had a variety 

of modes such as tramways and trolleybuses that served dwellers for 

decades and disappeared gradually from the city streets (Table 4.3). 

 

Changes in the public transportation system have been radical and rapid 

since the late 1990s to cope up with the growing needs and delayed 

developments. Many changes were completed in a period of two years within 

the framework of the public transport integration project called 

“Transformation in Transportation”. 

 

Prior to the integration project public transport modes were operated rather 

independently from each other, with each operator wanting to serve on 

routes with high demand, creating a system with competing modes and 

operators instead of complementing services for an efficient network. 

Information regarding the modes, operators, and operating conditions before 

the introduction of electronic fare system and implementation of 

“Transformation in Transportation Project” is presented in the sections below.  
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Table 4.3 Transport Chronology of Izmir 

 

1855 Commuter railway services start on Izmir-Manisa line between Çiğli 
and between Basmane and Bornova 

1870 Commuter railway services start on Buca line 

1876 Commuter railway services start on Gaziemir-Seydiköy line 

1880 First tramway line between Alsancak-Konak starts operation 

1883 Ferry operations starts in Izmir Bay among 13 piers with 8 vessels 

1885 Second tramway line between Konak-Güzelyalı starts operations 

1928 First electric tramway operates for Goztepe 

1943 Foundation of ESHOT and nationalization of private tramway 
companies 

 First ferry operation in the Bay 

1954 First trolleybus operations start in Izmir and Turkey  

1992 Ending trolleybus operations 

1996 Municipality starts sea bus operations with a private operator in 
addition to TDI ferries 

1999 
March 

Kentkart, electronic fare card system starts operation in buses 

2000 April Phase-1 of “Transformation in Transportation Project” 
- Transfer of TDI ferries and piers to GIM 

- Opening new piers, new services and additional vessels 
- Creation of multi modal transfer centers 

- Introduction of Feeder Bus Services for Ferries 
- Bus fleet expansion 

- Bus route restructuring (deletion of long routes) 
- Bus feeder services for trunk bus lines 
- Introduction of staged fare structure (with 4 fare levels) 

- Ferries joining electronic fare card system (Kentkart) 

2000 
April-
August 

Phase-2 of “Transformation in Transportation Project” 

- Starting of metro operations 
- restructuring of bus lines for metro operations as feeders 

- Bus transfer centers opening at metro stations 
- Metro joining electronic fare card system (Kentkart) 
- Reduced fare bus feeders for metro stations 

- 24 hour operation on major bus routes and ferries 
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4.3.2 Public Transport Modes in Izmir 

Public Transport Busses (ESHOT and Izulas) 

 

Urban public bus transportation services are supplied by two operators in the 

Izmir Metropolitan Area: ESHOT and İzulaş. ESHOT is a component of the 

municipal government. It is established as a subsidiary of Great Izmir 

Municipality in 1943 to be responsible from municipal electricity, water, gas 

and public transport services. Electricity and water branches had been 

transferred to separate entities in time and trolleybus and city gas services 

were discontinued. ESHOT presently operates only urban bus transport 

services in Izmir metropolitan area (Figure 4.9). (http://www.eshot.gov.tr/) 

 

The second operator İzulaş is established in 1990 as a municipal company to 

assist ESHOT for public bus services within the Izmir metropolitan area. It is 

established to enable city management to take decisions faster with more 

flexible decision-making procedures as a commercial company 

(http://www.izulas.com.tr/). 
 

 
 

Figure 4.9 Buses at Bahribaba Terminal
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Privately Operated Minibuses 

Minibuses are owner operated private small buses operated on fixed routes 

with fixed fare structure having licenses issued by the municipality. They 

usually provide service in areas that are not served by the municipality. 

However, in some routes they offer services parallel to municipal bus routes 

with similar fares of municipal buses (The Louis Berger Group, 2005). (Figure 

4.10) 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Owner Operated Urban Minibuses  

 

Maritime Public Transport 

 

Turkish Maritime Administration (TDI), a central government organization 

provided ferry services at the Izmir Bay as a monopoly until 1996 when the 

municipality franchised a private company (Ziya Göksel Maritime Operations) 

to operate “sea bus” services among new piers constructed by the 
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municipality in addition to the TDI services (The Louis Berger Group, 2005) 

(Figure 4.11). 

Number of ferry passengers showed a continuous decline loosing 

passengers to municipal buses with added competing routes and to private 

transportation under growing car ownership and usage. Number of annual 

ferry passenger dropped from 14 million in 1979 to 6 millions in 1994. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 One of the Ferries Transferred from TDI 
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Figure 4.12 Ferry Passengers before the Project  

 

Decline of ferry passenger stopped after introduction of privately operated 

sea buses, which also created some new demand for maritime transportation 

in addition to passengers switching from TDI ferries to sea buses (Figure 

4.12). However, this growth did not continue since no arrangement was 

made to integrate fares, routes and services of buses and sea buses and 

number of maritime passengers came to a steady state shortly.  

 

Larger ferries were owned and operated by the TDI of the central 

government and smaller ferries (sea buses) privately operated under 

municipal franchise prior to the “Transformation in Transportation Project”. 

The piers were simple and undeveloped without modern and comfortable 

facilities and there was no coordination with the bus services. The private sea 

buses used paper tickets and public ferries used tokens as fare payment 

systems. Vehicle ferries were also used by school buses and commercial 

vehicles in addition to carrying pedestrians and auto commuter traffic to 

reduce travel times and save fuel and also reducing congestion in the 

downtown. 
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Light Rail Transit (Metro) 

 

The first studies for Izmir Metro was made in 1989 by Heusch and Bosefeldt 

Company. Izmir Transportation Study proposed a metro system with two 

lines forming an “X” shape for the year of 2010 (Figure 4.13). 

 

 

Source: Heusch Beesfeldt (1992) 

Figure 4.13 Proposed Rail System for 2010 

 

Priority was given to the section with higher passenger demands between 

Bornova and Fahrettin Altay and the bid was announced for this part in 1992. 

Construction of the section between Fahrettin Altay and Üçyol stations was 

left to second stage after reassessment of the route in 1994. Right-of-way of 

Basmane-Bornova commuter line was leased from TCDD for 50 years and 

construction contract of current Izmir Metro line was signed in 1995. 

Construction works of the first section (Bornova-Üçyol) of the initial line of the 

proposed metro system started in 1996. (http://www.izmirmetro.com.tr) 

 

The first stage of Izmir Metro system has 10 stations along a 11,6 km length 

route between Üçyol and Bornova. Four of the stations (Üçyol, Konak, 
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Çankaya and Basmane) are underground, two are on viaduct (Hilal and 

Stadyum), and three stations are at ground level (Halkapınar and Industrial 

Area). Bornova station is located in an open tunnel (Figure 4.14). Distances 

between stations vary between 0,8 and 1,6 km. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Konak Metro Station 

 

4.3.3 Fare Structure and Fare Collection System before the Project 

 

Two types of paper tickets and monthly coupons (student and full fare) were 

used on public transport buses of ESHOT and Izulas before 1999. In addition 

to these to paper cards and tickets, free public transport travel paper cards 

were made available to persons entitled persons with the legal framework. 

 

Paper tickets were sold before travel on ticket kiosks at ferry terminals and 

main bus stops as full fare paper tickets and student/teacher fare paper 

tickets. Student/teacher fare paper tickets were sold to persons presenting 

student/teacher identity cards. These paper tickets were for a single use and 

no fare advantage was provided in case of bulk sales. Counterfeiting was the 
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most important disadvantage for operators. Another disadvantage of the 

paper tickets was limitations to implement distance based fare structure and 

transfer fare arrangements enabling passengers to make transfers among 

modes and operators without paying two full fares.  

 

Coupons were sold as full and student/teacher fare types during first days of 

each month. Cards gave unlimited travel opportunity to users within a month. 

Coupons were embedded on an identity card, which was showed to bus 

driver on boarding in order to travel.  

 

Free Paper Cards, were in use besides paper tickets and coupons. They 

were issued by the municipality to the citizens entitled to use public transport 

services free with the legal framework. These cards were issued for many 

groups including retired public servants, some senior citizens over 60 and 65, 

current and previous provincial parliamentarians, workers and officials of the 

municipality, handicapped, war veterans, families of killed-in-action, students 

of Turkic Republics, and immigrants from Bosnia Herzegovina. Personalized 

cards with photos were used by showing the card to driver on boarding 

before introduction of electronic fare system and during early years of the 

electronic system. 

 

Maritime transport was provided by the Turkish Maritime Operations 

Administration’s (TDI) ferries with fare payment on piers. Passengers used 

token operated turnstiles using single trip tokens sold at piers before 

boarding. Municipality licensed private sea bus operator joining the system in 

1996 used single ride paper tickets. Private operators’ fare levels were 

slightly higher than TDI’s fares. Both the token system and paper tickets did 

not allow transfers and collection of usage data.  

 

Paper tickets, monthly coupons, free paper cards and tokens did not allow 

information collection about transport usage and user characteristics required 

for planning and management of operations. These traditional ticketing 
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technologies used by different modes and operators did not permit 

implementing variable fare (distance based, time-of-day pricing, service 

quality variations, etc.) structures and transfer fare reductions. 

 

Another actor of Izmir urban public transport, privately operated minibuses 

uses cash for fare payment. Each passenger pays the cash fare to driver 

and driver turns the change. This payment system has several 

disadvantages. This method had security and traffic safety disadvantages, 

stemming from the cash changing process during the travel. This method 

also cannot provide any passenger data or travel statistics creating a 

deficiency for public transport system planning. In addition, paying cash fares 

also do not allow any integration or any transfers with other modes. 

 

4.3.4 Shortcomings and Problems of the System before the 

“Transformation in Transportation” Project 

 

Network and operation of public transport systems and fare structure and 

ticketing technologies caused various problems hindering the effective 

functioning of urban transport in Izmir. These are summarized as follows: 

(Acar et.al., 2003) 

 

- Public buses and private cars were the most heavily used modes in the 

city where other alternatives such as ferries and railroads were under-

utilized. Unbalanced distribution of passengers to highway based modes 

created serious pressures on the highway network resulting with 

widespread congestion. Priority needed to be given to rail and maritime 

public transport modes with integration of modes and operators allowing 

easy transfers and restructuring of the bus network to reduce competition 

with rail and ferries.  
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- A number of private and public (local and national level) operators that 

supplied services in Izmir before 1999 were independent from each 

other. Their network and operations planning focused on carrying more 

passengers without any consideration of improving performance of the 

public transport system as a whole. Their actions for improving their 

performance resulted with passenger reductions in other public transport 

operations instead of attracting passengers from private cars. Planning 

and operations decisions were not performed by a single authority 

evaluating positive and negative effects of a decision for whole of the city 

and the transportation system rather than a single operator. Operations 

should be assessed, needs should be identified and statistical data 

should be analyzed by each operator and also by an coordination 

authority for the whole urban transport network to achieve an integrated 

public transport system, 

 

- Public transport modes and operators in Izmir did not have a uniform and 

compatible fare system and ticketing technology. Buses had electronic 

fare technology, ferries used tokens, metro was designed with a 

magnetic fare card system, commuter railroad used different paper 

tickets, and minibuses used cash for fare payment all having their own 

fare structure. Public transport system should have a uniform, rational, 

and equitable fare system for all public transport services to enable 

implementing operational decisions made at the management level. 

 

- Bus system network and operations were deformed with extremely long 

and devious routes, competing long and single fare routes around the 

Izmir Bay attracting potential ferry passengers to road network. Bus 

system had extensive number of bus lines on very close and parallel 

corridors with low passenger traffic on most of them. Passengers had 

forced the bus network to operate on long lines to give almost a door-to-

door service to get most out of the existing flat fare structure. 
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- The bus network with many long routes got less equitable with a flat fare 

system where growing number of long trip makers were subsidized by 

short trip makers as number of long lines increased with deformation of 

the network. 

 

- Flat fare supported expansion of the urban settlement area with bus 

services reaching to villages that are 30-50 km away from the city center. 

 

4.4  The Transformation in Transportation Project 

 

An electronic fare collection system was introduced for bus operations of 

ESHOT and İzulaş before local elections of 1999. This new system was 

considered as an important tool for improving the performance of the public 

transportation system by the newly elected local government management 

after elections.  

 

Izmir Greater Municipality prepared a reformation project named “The 

Transformation in Transportation Project” to integrate bus, maritime, 

commuter rail and metro systems, which entered into full operation after four 

months of the first phase of the project. The project included physical 

improvements, restructuring of routes, services, and fare systems of all public 

transport modes in order to improve system performance. 

 

“Transformation in Transportation Project of the Greater Izmir Municipality 

aimed to establish an integrated public transport system with a plan 

consisting of three phases. The first phase started after the introduction of 

electronic fare collection system Kentkart to buses and expanded its usage to 

ferry system with other required physical and operational precautions for 

achieving bus and ferry integration. The second phase included introduction 

of the metro system and the restructuring of bus systems to complement 

metro and fully integrate metro, buses and ferries. Third phase involved 
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developments, which will be implemented after the opening of the second 

section of the metro between Üçkuyular and Üçyol.  

 

4.4.1 First Phase 

 

Introduction of the electronic fare system enabled many improvements on 

public transport network and operations. On the first phase bus and ferry 

routes were restructured to complement each other. Integration of different 

modes was improved with fare structure changes. The First Phase started on 

2 April 2000 with a campaign and a catch phrase of ‘Ferries at your 

neighborhood, buses at the Bay” emphasizing interchangeability of buses 

and ferries after integration (Figure 4.15). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15 One of the Billboards used at the First Phase Launching 

 

Measures implemented at the First Phase did not need long term studies and 

preparations. They were easily implemented and provided improvements in 

public transportation and reductions in traffic levels within a short period. 

Components of the First Phase are summarized below. 
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Development of a New Fare Policy and Fare Collection System  

 

- Electronic Fare Cards: Electronic fare collection system, Kentkart was 

introduced on two bus companies (ESHOT and İzulaş) in March 1999 in 

addition to the old paper tickets. The project planned to widen electronic 

fare card usage to other modes including metro, maritime transport 

system (İzdeniz) in the short term and on commuter railways at the 

longer term (Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17). 

-  

 

 

Figure 4.16 Kentkart Validators on Buses 
 

Kentkart provides safe, secure, simple and fast fare collection on public 

transport vehicles with proximity cards and other hardware. The system 

collects information on transactions related with transport activities in 

addition to fare collection. This information is transmitted to the fare 

system control center for processing and reporting to related units for 

planning and programming activities and financial transactions. Kentkart 

system was installed to ferry piers to allow passengers to use the same 

fare media used in buses as a part of the integration plan.  
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Figure 4.17 Turnstiles with Kentkart Validators on Ferry Piers 

 

The Project aimed at using the same ticketing technology with a common 

pricing structure on integrated routes and schedules on all modes and 

operators of the public transport network. 

 

- Expanding Coverage of the New Fare Media: After introduction of the 

electronic fare media on buses in 1999, usage of paper tickets began to 

decrease significantly with the fare reductions applied to trips made using 

the new media. Various promotional measures were implemented to shift 

passengers from traditional fare technologies used in buses (paper 

tickets) and ferries (tokens) to Kentkart. Short trips on buses and all ferry 

trips were made considerably cheaper for electronic card users after 

implementing distance based fare structure on buses.  

 

- Increasing Availability of the New Fare Media: Number of sellers and 

rechargers of the new electronic fare media drastically increased in both 

number and coverage. New portable selling and recharging points were 

added to the increasing number of seller kiosks and other commercial 

points widely distributed in the city (Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19). 
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Figure 4.18 One of the Kentkart Selling and Recharging Points 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Portable Kentkart Selling and Recharging Point 

 

- Reducing Use of Monthly Cards: Monthly cards used on buses and 

ferries enabled the card owner unlimited number of trips during validity 

period. These personalized cards were used by more than one person 

due to lack of control and enforcement. These cards were used by 

companies for daily commuting and business trips of their employees. 
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This usage was considered as a leakage since the number of trips made 

using this card was much higher in reality with the employees using it for 

business (delivery and couriers) than the number calculated for the low 

income workers monthly commuting trips. After public transport network 

and route restructuring according to staged fare structure, number of 

monthly trips determining monthly card cost was increased to reflect 

shortened bus lines and increased transfers. Use of monthly cards 

reduced continuously as intended with the promotional fare levels applied 

to electronic card use and keeping prices of the coupons relatively 

higher. Use of monthly cards finally discontinued in 2002. 

 

- Terminating Paper Ticket Use: Use of paper tickets on buses was 

abandoned completely in year of 2004. The usage of paper tickets 

decreased with the incentives supporting electronic card usage. 

However, electronic fare cards sold at the cost of four full fare level 

deposit price before any value loaded for travel was not a valid solution 

for occasional travelers and people coming from other settlements. Paper 

tickets in spite of many disadvantages such as fraud and insecurity 

provided an easy and low cost solution to needs of single trip makers. 

 

- Drivercards was developed as an alternative solution for needs of single 

trip makers. Bus drivers would use a specially designed electronic driver 

card to validate trips of passenger after being paid by cash and giving 

change in return if needed. Paper tickets discontinued after July 2004 

with practice of single trip passengers paying a higher fare to the driver 

with driver cards at boarding. However, this driver card application 

created other problems such as giving a new duty of cash handling to 

drivers and reducing overall commercial speeds and reducing safety in 

traffic. 

 

- Replacement of All Personalized Cards: Paper cards personalized 

with a photo used by eligible persons for free travel on public 
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transportation system could not be tracked with the electronic system 

and no statistics were available for these users. Replacement of free 

paper cards with electronic cards started in 2000 and a total 130.000 free 

travel cards were issued by 2002 ending the data gap for these users in 

travel data and fare statistics.  

 

- Distance Based Fares on Buses: Before the “Transformation in 

Transportation Project”, flat fare structure was used by the bus systems. 

This fare structure led deformation of bus lines and network. In the 

absence of reduced transfer fares and distance based fares, users made 

pressures for longer routes, increase number of lines, and deviating 

alignments to connect their origins and destinations with only one trip, 

paying a single flat fare ride. The integration project aiming to restructure 

and simplify the network intended to promote transfers between public 

transport modes, operators and services. Bus lines and routes were 

rearranged and flat fare structure was changed to a distance based 

staged fare system.  

 

The new system introduced a distanced based four staged bus lines and 

fare structure. Number of bus lines were reduced from 475 to 350 and 

classified into four categories. Longer bus lines (defined with number 3 

on the windshield) were lines with round trip distance over 40 km’s. 

Medium distance bus lines had a round trip distance of about 15-40 km’s 

(represented with number 2) and short bus lines (numbered 1) were 

those with a trip distance shorter than 15 km’s. In addition to these three 

categories, Feeder Lines with notification of B in front of the buses 

(Besleme hatlari) had the lowest fare level without any consideration of 

the length of the line (Figure 4.20). Feeder lines were designed to carry 

passengers to existing and newly developed transfer centers and ferry 

piers without serving any other trip attraction points and sub-centers. 

Ferry lines were also considered within the feeder category. Bus routes 

from Halkapınar Metro Station to Ege University Campus Area, Gıda 
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Shopping Mall and from Bahribaba to 9 Eylül University Campus Area 

were assigned as free fare routes in order to attract passengers to metro. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 A Feeder Bus with B Sign on Windshield 

 

Restructuring of the bus network and fare system with four different tiers 

enabled a more equitable fare system (lower fares for shorter trips) and 

reduced complexity of the network. Low feeder fares (B) increased 

feeder bus usage, transfers to ferries and ferry usage. These measures 

increased electronic card usage and decreased circulation of paper 

tickets and tokens since passengers could benefit from these promotions 

if they used electronic cards. 

 

Public Transport Buses (ESHOT and İzulaş) 

 

- Restructuring of Bus Network: The routes and schedules of these two 

bus companies are determined in collaboration with the municipal 

transport planning bodies and ESHOT. Routes and schedules are shared 

between the two operators. Joint bus services start from five major 
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transport centers namely; Konak, Teleferik, Karşıyaka, Bornova and 

Buca.  

 

- Restructuring Long Bus Lines: Long and deviating bus routes had 

been canceled and extensively long bus routes around  the bay had been 

divided into parts terminating at ferry terminals enabling transfers to ferry 

system, hence shifting trips from the road network. Feeder bus routes are 

created to attract passengers to ferries and enlarge ferry catchment 

areas. Feeder bus routes are categorized as the lowest fare stage. Trips 

are directed from bus lines previously traveling around the bay to ferries 

with transfers from feeder bus lines. Therefore, ferry use increased with 

increased quality of travel, reduced travel and waiting times and money 

savings. 

 

- Improving Multi Modal Integration: Integration of bus and sea transport 

services were achieved at 2nd April 2000 and integration of bus and 

metro was provided at 26th August 2000 within the First Phase of 

“Transformation in Transportation Project”. New transfer centers were 

constructed at Bostanli Pier (bus-ferry), Bahribaba Park (bus-ferry-

metro), Halkapınar Metro (bus-metro-commuter in future), and Bornova 

Metro stations (bus-metro) for inter-modal integration.  

 

- Improving Service Periods: Public transport services ended before 

midnight before of year 2000. Bus service periods in regular days were 

18 hours during the day and this was extended to 20 hours when Izmir 

International Fair was open. The Project also extended service hours of 

public transportation system to 24 hours on major routes with the 

introduction of night services (called “owl services”) in May 2000.  
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Maritime Transportation 

 

- Operation of ferries and piers were transferred from TDI (Turkish 

Maritime Operations Administration) to İzdeniz in year 2000. Izdeniz is a 

municipal company established within the framework of Municipality Act 

numbered 3030. Eleven ferries were taken over from the TDI. Eight of 

them are passenger ships and three carries both vehicles and 

pedestrians. In addition to these ferries, ten more passenger ferries (sea 

buses) were hired to support ferry system on the Bay. İzdeniz continues 

to give sea transport service with 24 vehicles across the Izmir Bay. 

(http://www.Izmir.bel.tr) 

 

- Maritime services given by İzdeniz became advantageous with line/route 

and fare restructuring measures implemented within the framework of 

“Transformation in Transportation Project”. On the other hand the private 

operator, which entered the market in 1996 did not want to integrate in to 

rest of the the public transport system and continued to give service on 

self-determined schedules with higher fares. The company discontinued 

its services in short time loosing passengers to the integrated operations. 

 

- Ferry Terminal Improvements: Ferries were operated from six piers, 

Bostanli, Karşıyaka, Alsancak, Pasaport, Konak and Üçkuyular before 

İzulas takeover of sea transport. Two new piers, Göztepe and Bayraklı 

were constructed and opened to service by the Izmir Greater Municipality 

in addition to the piers transferred from TDI. Presently eight piers are in 

regular services at Izmir Bay.  

 

- Improvements of Transfer Facilities: Bostanlı and Üçkuyular piers 

were rearranged creating transfer centers for buses carrying passengers 

to ferries. Feeder bus routes were directed to piers enabling more 

passengers benefiting from ferry transport (Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, 

Figure 4.23, and Figure 4.24). (Izmir Greater Municipality, 2001) 
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- Park-and-ride Facilities at Ferry Terminals: Aim of this phase was not 

only to give better transport service to existing transport users but also 

attracting daily car users to public transport. For this reason, park and 

ride facilities were created at main piers like Bostanlı and Üçkuyular 

where land was available at the two ends of the Bay. 

 

4.4.2 Second Phase of the Project 

 

Second Phase of “Transformation in Transportation Project” started in May 

2000 with bus, metro and ferry integration with the slogan ‘We are waiting for 

you, we don’t let you wait’. Bus network needed to be restructured again with 

the start of the metro operation. This phase focused on measures that 

integrated the metro to the other modes and services of the system. 

 

This phase included reorganization of operation schedules of different modes 

(bus, metro and ferry) to improve modal integration. Considering the short 

(12 km) first section of the metro line between Bornova and Üçyol, the aim 

was to attract more passengers to the metro and increase its utilization, 

which might have been limited without the measures implemented at this 

stage. 
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Figure 4.21 Bostanli Ferry Terminal Layout 
 

 
 

Figure 4.22 Bostanli Ferry Terminal
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Figure 4.23 Üçkuyular Ferry Terminal Layout 
 

 

Figure 4.24 Üçkuyular Ferry Terminal 
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Opening of the Metro 

 

The Izmir Metro began promotional operations with peak period services on 

22nd May 2000. After four months, it began all day commercial operations 

between Bornova and Üçyol with Kentkart electronic payment system. 

 

Metro terminal station at Bornova was not located at a walking distance of 

Bornova district center, University and University Hospital. Thus various 

measures, such as parking areas for transfer from cars and feeder bus 

services were needed be arranged in order to provide integration the terminal 

station to local activity centers (Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21).  

 

Restructuring of Buses 

 

Bus services were restructured considering metro operations. Long and 

competing lines in the metro corridor were changed to operate as feeder 

lines for metro stations. New feeder bus services were put to service 

terminating at metro stations. Bus schedules were revised considering metro 

operation schedules. Two new bus and metro transfer terminal was 

constructed at Halkapınar and Konak stations to connect bus passengers to 

metro, ferry (Konak pier at Bahribaba) and railroad (at Halkapınar) (Figure 

4.20, Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24, Figure 4.25, Figure 

4. 5).  

 

Fare Policy Development and Fare Collection System  

 

Electronic fare payment system Kentkart was used after the opening of the 

metro. The metro was originally contracted with a separate magnetic fare 

card system not compatible with Kentkart. Ticketing system was changed to 

Kentkart before opening it to service with an additional contract to allow full 

integration with other modes.  
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Figure 4.25 Bornova Metro Station Bus Transfer Center Layout 
 

 
 

Figure 4.26 Bornova Metro Station Bus Transfer Center
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Figure 4.27 Bahribaba Bus Transfer Center Layout at Konak 
 

 
 

Figure 4.28 Bahribaba Bus Transfer Center Layout at Konak
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Figure 4.29 Halkapınar Bus Transfer Center Layout 
 

 
 

Figure 4.30 Halkapınar Bus Transfer Center 
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The lowest feeder fare level, like ferries, was also used for metro trips. 

Tokens were used for single trips in addition to the electronic cards. Most of 

the passengers used Kentkart to get benefits of transfer reductions and 

promotions given and flexibility of usage on all modes. 
 

Maritime Transport  

 

Service periods were expanded on ferries like buses. Owl services, operating 

during late night hours assured 24-hour service on ferries also.  

 

4.4.3 Third Phase- Future Developments Proposed by the Project 

 

No definitive target year was set for ending the Second Phase and starting 

the Third Phase of the Transformation in Transportation Project. All projects 

and proposals not scheduled in the short term were considered in this stage, 

which included medium and long-term projects. Even though these projects 

are planned to operate in the medium and long term, design and construction 

of these projects have already started in the earlier phases. 

 

Metro  

 

Second stage of Metro system is composed of Üçyol-Üçkuyular section. This 

part is 5 km in length and will have five stations; Bahçelievler, Hakimevleri, 

Göztepe, Poligon, F. Altay; on it. At the end of second stage, construction 

metro will give service on 17 km length route with 15 stations.  

 

Extension of the existing metro line from Üçyol to Fahrettin Altay is 

considered to be a major component of the urban rail system. Metro line will 

be expand 4.8 km and will operate with additional five stations. This section 

will allow integration of the high density of urban backbone between Üçyol to 

Üçkuyular to the rest of the public transport system more effectively.  
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Figure 4.31 Integration Principals of “Transformation in Transportation” Project 
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Commuter Rail System  

 

TCDD implemented a project to upgrade single-track line to double track line 

standards between Aliağa and Menderes and to electrify and signalize this. 

The Greater Izmir Municipality proposed TCDD to cooperate on a joint rail 

development project between Aliağa and Menderes. 

 

The project is based on the cooperation where TCDD to own and operate 

infrastructure, main line passenger and freight trains, manage train 

operations and GIM to build new stations with transfer points, including two 

underground stations and tunnels, construct grade-separated crossings, buy 

new rolling stock and operate urban rail services. 

 

The 80 km line between Aliağa and Menderes will have 30 stations fully 

integrated with local bus lines enabling passenger transfers with Kentkart. 

Fare system of commuter railway system will be using existing electronic fare 

collection system. Passenger will be able to transfer among new commuter 

rail, metro, bus and ferries. Bus transfer centers will be constructed on 

railway stations to enable transfers between public transport modes. These 

transfer centers will also include park &ride for car users and bike& ride 

facilities for bicyclist to leave their vehicles and use railway services. 

 

The line will connect Aliağa Industrial Area, Çiğli Atatürk Organized Industrial 

Area to residential areas of Karşıyaka, city center Alsancak to Gaziemir 

international Airport and Menderes industrial area (Figure 4.32). The modal 

share of Aliağa-Menderes rail system along its corridor is expected to 

increase from 0.3% to 25% in medium term (The Louis Berger Group, 2005) 

(Table 4.4).  
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Fare Policy Development and Fare Collection System  

 

Kentkart coverage will be expanded with introduction of new lines to urban 

public transport network. Electronic fare system will be used at metro and 

railway system including new 5 metro stations and 30 commuter railway 

stations. Electronic Fare collection planed to be used at car parks on all 

public and private operated car parks in the city. Planned park and ride 

facilities at main transfer stations on metro and commuter rail will widen use 

of fare cars and attract more passengers to public transportation system.  

 

Commuter rail will be serving on a 80 km length line. A distance based fare 

structure is planned for implementation on the commuter railway line to 

enable a fair and equitable fare system.  
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Source: Izmir Greater Municipality (2004, 76) 

Figure 4.32 Aliağa-Menderes Railway Project  

 

Time of day pricing is planned to decrease demand levels at peak hours to 

increase comfort for commuting passengers with lower fares at off-peaks in 

addition to distance based fare structure on public transport modes. 

 

Quality based pricing is also planned in future with introduction of high quality 

services to attract people from their private cars to public transport. These 

high quality services having higher standards such as all seated passenger, 

seats with reservations, air-conditioned seats with audio and video 
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entertainment will be charged with higher fares with quality based pricing 

approach. 

 

Table 4.4 Existing and Targeted Modal Shares in Medium Term 

 

Mode 
EExxiissttiinngg  

SShhaarree  

TTaarrggeett  

SShhaarree 
OOppeerraattoorr 

City Bus 4400  %% 2255  %% GGrreeaatteerr  IIzzmmiirr  MMuunniicciippaalliittyy 

Minibus 1188  %%  1122  %%  PPrriivvaattee  OOppeerraattoorrss  

Employee Bus 1100  %%  1100  %%  IInndduussttrryy  &&  PPrriivvaattee  OOppeerraattoorrss  

Commuter 

Rail 
00..33  %%  2255  %%  GGrreeaatteerr  IIzzmmiirr  MMuunniicciippaalliittyy  

Sea Buses PPrriivvaattee  OOppeerraattoorrss  

Ferries 
44  %%  33  %%  

GGrreeaatteerr  IIzzmmiirr  MMuunniicciippaalliittyy  

Auto 1166  %%  1133  %%  PPrriivvaattee  

LRT 1100  %%  1122  %%  GGrreeaatteerr  IIzzmmiirr  MMuunniicciippaalliittyy  

 

Source: The Louis Berger Group (2005: 182) 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

ASSESSING THE BENEFITS OF FARE SYSTEM CHANGES 

AND INTEGRATION SCHEMES IN IZMIR 

 

 

5.1. Introduction 

 

It has been described in the previous chapter that the “Transformation in 

Transportation” Project in Izmir introduced various radical changes in the 

urban transport system, with the underlying aim of improving public transport 

services and consequently increasing public transport usage. In this chapter, 

it is intended to analyze the effects of this project and its various 

components; and investigate whether the project yielded the expected 

benefits.  

 

It will be remembered from the previous chapter that the Transformation in 

Transportation Project comprised the following major changes in the urban 

transport system, which are also the focus of the analysis presented below: 

 

o Introduction of electronic fare technology for bus system 1999 

o Bus route restructuring 2000 April 

o Implementation of distance based fares on buses 2000 April 

o Transfer of ferries to GIM 2000 April 

o Introduction of electronic fare technology for ferries 2000 April 

o LRT system 2000 August   

o Introduction of electronic fare technology for LRT 2000 August   

o Restructuring buses for LRT system 2000 August   
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The primary objective of the Transformation in Transportation Project was to 

increase the usage of public transport; and in particular the usage of urban 

rail and ferry systems, which were believed to help relieve the pressure on 

buses and on the road system. Hence, an important part of the analysis 

below focuses on the usage of public transport systems; and benefits in 

terms of increases in public transport ridership are investigated. However, 

impact analysis on changes in urban transport systems are generally carried 

out by considering a set of other possible benefits, as described earlier in 

Chapter 3 under the methodology. These other possible benefits include 

social and economic benefits for users; financial benefits for the operators; 

traffic benefits; environmental benefits; and land-use benefits. In this 

research, a framework was developed (as described in Chapter 3) to analyze 

these possible benefits. Indicators determined to measure these benefits are 

presented in the table below (Table 5.1). 

 

It was not possible to measure all benefits of the Project since some effects 

are multi dimensional, widespread, complex, interrelated and some occur in 

the long-term. In addition to these characteristics, there exists very limited 

data for the “before” situation. With implementation of electronic fare system, 

modal usage changes are examined in detail through Kentkart Usage and 

card purchase information. However, there are limited data and operational 

statistics on line basis for maritime and bus operations. Thus, operational 

analyses were done within this available data. In addition, a comprehensive 

and in-depth study is necessary to be performed in the field in order to 

measure all land-use, traffic and social impacts. Since this was not possible 

within the scope of the thesis, mostly due to the time span needed to carry 

out such studies, these impacts are evaluated according to interviews, which 

were carried out with municipal officers.  
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Table 5.1 Project Benefits and Policy Measure Relationship 

  

Increase in total Usage 

Improving underused public transport 
modes (ferry) 

Integration Metro to public Transport 
Network 

Balanced Usage among Transport Modes 

Equity and Cost Savings 

Time savings 

Improved Mobility and accessibility 

Improved Comfort and Decreased 
crowding 

Electronic fare system facilities 

Increasing system efficiency and modal 
efficiency 

Decreasing Congestion and Travel Times 

Energy Consumption 

Air Quality Improvement Pollution 
Reduction 

Noise Pollution 
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5.2 Benefits for the Public Transport System: Measuring 

Ridership Levels and Trends  

 

5.2.1 Overview of Public Transport Usage 

 

Izmir public transport patronage figures are analyzed between 1996 and 

2005 to evaluate the effects of the project. It is seen in Figure 5.1 that pubic 

transport usage experienced a significant decrease of 23 million passengers 

between 1996 and 1997. Passenger numbers remained constant in 1998 

with another crucial decrease of 8 million passengers in 1999. This decrease 

in public transport was described by the municipality officers during 

interviews to be due to operation of public transport modes independent from 

each other and hence having a hidden competition, paper ticket counterfeiter, 

deterioration, and duplication of network and services of these independent 

operators. 

 

Introduction of electronic fare payment system has not created any increase 

in March 1999 since it was not actually a restructuring of fare system but only 

a change in technology for fare collection. The actual fare system 

restructuring,  with its many components, such as integrated tickets, staged 

fare system and promotion fares, on the other hand, resulted in a significant 

increase of 17 million public transport passengers in year 2000 (Figure 5.1). 

 

Within the framework of Transformation of Transportation Project, first bus 

lines and routes were rearranged to provide integration with maritime 

transport. Then distance based staged fare system was implemented in order 

to support transfers between ferries and buses with introduction of feeder bus 

services.  

 

A decrease in total public transport patronage figures is seen from 2000 to 

2001. It is believed that this decrease is due to the initial effect of bus route 
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restructuring, which is a common immediate effect of radical changes in bus 

routes. Bus lines and routes were restructured during this period to provide 

complementary bus services to create full integration of the metro with bus 

system. Bus lines parallel to the metro corridor were discontinued, new 

feeder buses with lower fare levels were put into service and new bus 

transfer centers were created at metro stations to serve passengers with 

better interchange facilities. 

 

The number of public transport passengers showed an increase of 14% (36 

million passengers) with completion of measures to integrate the modes and 

after passengers’ acceptance of the changes until 2003. Total transport 

usage continued to grow further in 2005 after a small decrease in 2004. 

Results and effects of the implemented measures are discussed in the 

following subsections with special analysis on development of patronage by 

modes, fare structure and fare media before evaluating general benefits for 

urban transport in Izmir. 

 

Most significant patronage changes were seen on bus services when public 

transport usage is examined by mode. (Figure 5.2) Bus system had the 

largest passenger share among all modes but with a decreasing trend before 

the integration project, loosing passengers to private cars. The figure shows 

that the fall in total public transport usage in 2001 (immediately after the 

project) was indeed due to the decrease in bus usage. The figure also shows 

that ferry usage has been moderately but steadily increasing since 2000; and 

that metro usage increased significantly after the first year of operation, 

reaching a stable level afterwards. 

 

Decreasing the demand for bus services, hence shifting bus passengers to 

metro and ferries was also one of the objectives of the Project. Figure 5.2 

shows that this has been achieved, although to a limited extent: Patronage 

figures increased in maritime and metro services beginning from the year of 

2000; while bus patronage remained at levels similar to those in the late 
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1990s. Hence, it is clear that the increase in total public transport usage 

since 2001 has been due to increasing metro and ferry usage and not bus 

usage. However, the fact that the decreasing patronage trend in buses was 

reversed after the project is also an important and positive outcome. 
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Source: ESHOT, Izdeniz, Metro Inc (2007) 

Figure 5.1 Total Public Transport Usages in Izmir between 1995 and 

2005.  
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Figure 5.2 Modal Split of Total Public Transport Usage in Izmir between 

1995 and 2005 

 

5.2.2 Fare Structure and Technology Improvements 

Fare Collection Technology 

 

Single trip paper tickets, monthly-unlimited ride fare cards and free ride cards 

issued by ESHOT according to legal regulations were used as public 

transport fare media in Izmir until electronic fare cards were first introduced 

for buses in 1999. Usage of traditional fare payment methods was reduced 

by 42% in the first year and by 41% in the following year. 

 

Reducing usage of traditional fare media was a major objective for public 

transport managers due to its advantages for obtaining reliable statistics, 

which can then be used effectively for transport planning. Fare levels had 

been determined so as to attract passengers to electronic card usage by 

keeping paper ticket fare levels higher than the electronically paid rides after 

the Project. Restructuring bus lines according to their length and having 

staged fares differentiated on these lines had a further impact on diverting 
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passengers from traditional fare methods to electronic media since distance 

related reductions were available to only electronic fare card users.  

 

Advantages of monthly-unlimited ride cards had been reduced by keeping 

the cost of these cards higher than electronic payment alternatives until 2001 

when this fare media was completely abandoned. A similar approach was 

also used for single trip paper tickets until their use was totally discontinued 

and driver cards were introduced for single trip makers in 2004. Numbers of 

free travel cards issued by ESHOT for eligible persons and their usage have 

not changed after they were converted to electronic personal cards to enable 

statistical data collection. 

 

Fare Structure Changes 

 

Different flat fares were used for all public transport modes (bus, ferry, 

commuter rail) before the Project. The Transformation in Transportation 

Project introduced distance based fare structure for buses in Izmir which was 

composed of four fare levels; B (Besleme: Feeder), Stage-1, Stage-2, Stage-

3. Bus lines serving only to transfer centers, ferry piers and metro stations 

but not to any other trip attraction were defined as bus feeder lines. Fares of 

feeder bus services were defined as the lowest category since passengers 

had to make a transfer and pay another fare at the second mode. In order to 

direct travels to alternative modes, feeder bus services were determined as 

the cheapest fare category among all transport services to promote transfers 

between modes, services and lines. Other fare levels of the new fare 

structure were categorized in three fare groups in relation to the length of the 

lines (short, medium and long lines). Initially fare structure was defined with 

the basic relation to keep a single transfer trip cost (B+1) to be equal to or 

lower than Stage-2 fare level to support transfer trips. This principal was 

changed shortly having total basic transfer cost to be equal to or lower than 

Stage-3 fare level. This basic principal was totally neglected in the following 

years. 
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Figure 5.3 Usage Changes of Passenger Fare Media 

 

Usage of short distance (Stage 1) bus lines were rather stable in years as 

seen in the Figure 5.4 in contrast with growing patronage on medium and 

long lines. This trend may be explained by various factors. Short lines were 

located at the areas close to city center or sub centers where density is 

stable and saturated thus growth is not expected through the years. 

However, the longer lines were reaching to outskirts of the city, where higher 

population and mobility growths have been experienced.  

 

Different growth trends of passengers using four fare categories may also be 

explained by the fact that fare structure promoting transfer trips at the 

beginning were distorted in years which led to passengers to use longer 

lines, instead of making two trips with a transfer since fare advantages 

disappeared. 
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Figure 5.4 Numbers of Annual Passengers Using Different Distance 

Fares 

 

High growth of Stage-2 and Stage-3 fare level bus passengers are consistent 

with the expansion of the city toward outskirts having high level of 

development with shopping malls and mass housing at the outer areas. 

 

5.2.3 Public Transport Usage by Mode 

 

Bus System Usage  

 

Decrease in the number of bus passengers from 1996 to 1999 is a result of 

both the general decrease in public transport usage and increase in car 

usage, as experienced in many cities worldwide as well as the metropolitan 

cities in Turkey. In addition, it is possible that gradual increase in bus line 

lengths and numbers due to extended and deviated bus routes resulted in 

longer journeys and hence low service quality, making bus journeys a less 

attractive option. Decrease in the number of bus passengers may also be a 

sign of increasing number of fare evasions and forfeit. It is also a reflection of 
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expanding usage of monthly passes allowing unlimited number of trips per 

passenger in a month.  
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Figure 5.5 Annual Passengers of Public Transport Modes 
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Figure 5.6 Annual Public Transport and Bus Passenger Numbers
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Introduction of electronic fare system (Kentkart) in 1999 and increasing 

usage of electronic cards had eliminated fare evasions and forfeit capturing 

greater number of passengers into legal payment system and into formal 

statistics.  

 

Transformation in Transportation Project starting in April 2000 had 

restructured bus lines reducing total number of lines from 475 to 350, 

deleting lines with deviating routes and having infrequent services. After the 

restructuring, long distance bus lines around the Izmir Bay that competed 

with ferries were discontinued and passengers were directed to ferries using 

new transfer centers and feeder routes created. Passengers in the new 

metro corridor were also captured by this new mode with similar transfer 

facilities and feeder bus services.  

 

All of these measures implemented starting from year 2000 changed the 

decreasing trend of public transport passenger numbers and bus usage 

entered into a new period of growth. Ferry and metro modes helped to create 

a more sustainable transport system, reducing the burden on over loaded 

bus services and increasing the number of metro and ferry passengers. Even 

though reduction in the modal share of buses in total public transport may be 

considered as an adverse development from a bus operator’s perspective, it 

must be considered as an important development toward a more efficient 

multi-modal public transportation system with a better distribution of loads 

among various modes, reducing loads on limited capacity bus operations and 

increasing passengers on modes with higher capacities and with smaller 

adverse environmental effects, such as the metro and ferries. (Figure 5.5 and 

Figure 5.6) 
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Ferry Usage 

 

Passengers of maritime transportation experienced a dramatic increase of 56 

percent after integration with buses in 2000. Various measures were planned 

and implemented to transfer passengers from highway based public transport 

modes (buses) to water based modes. These included keeping fares of ferry 

trips low at the level of feeder bus fares, expanding ferry catchment areas 

with feeder bus services, adding new piers and vessels to increase 

accessibility, availability and frequency of ferry services. (Figure 5.7) 

 

Numbers of ferry passengers became rather constant after year 2001 without 

any further improvement. That is probably because of loosing the advantage 

of basic transfer fare with the deteriorating basic transfer fare approach. 

According to the Greater Izmir Municipality Report in 2001, 4.5% to 5% of 

daily public transport passengers and vehicles on road traffic were taken by 

maritime transport relieving pressures on highway network.   

 

İzdeniz also carried motor vehicles across the bay with vehicle ferries along 

with passengers. The measures implemented with the project increased 

average daily vehicles carried from 175 to 1400 by increasing ferry trips and 

decreasing waiting times and fares. (İzdeniz Performance Report; 

http://www.Izmir.bel.tr) 
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Figure 5.7 Maritime Transport Usages between 1995 and 2006 

 

Metro Usage 

 

The Metro, which was supported with bus feeder services, fare restructuring 

and new transfer areas at stations, attracted significant number of 

passengers at the start of the commercial operations. Passengers of the 

Metro line became stable at the end of the first twelve months of operations 

without any significant change in the following years. The number of 

passengers did not increase since the line was not extended and catchment 

area of the line was not expanded through any additional feeder systems. 

(Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9) 

 

Although there is no significant increase in Metro ridership since the opening, 

this stable trend should also be seen as an achievement. That is because in 

most cities in the world, new urban rail systems that are introduced in 

increasingly road- and car-oriented urban areas have difficulty in sustaining 

their ridership levels. New rail systems generally attract passengers in their 

initial years, but then experience a fall in their ridership in time due to the 

increase in car ownership and usage over the years. This has also been the 
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case in Ankara, where both the light rail and the metro system experienced a 

steady decline in their passenger numbers after the rise in initial years of 

operation. While the ridership in the metro system recently started to 

increase again in Ankara due to intense urban development taking place 

along this system, the light rail system which serves the inner city still 

experiences a decline in its ridership. From this perspective, the steady 

ridership level in the Izmir light rail system should be seen as a rather 

positive outcome. 
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Figure 5.8 Metro Usages between 2000 and 2005
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Figure 5.9 Metro Usage in overall Public Transport Use 

 

Metro attracted an average of 80.000 daily passengers when it started 

operations in mid 2000. Even though most of the metro passengers were 

previous bus passengers, it also created new trips and an increase took 

place in total public transport passenger number. Bus passenger numbers 

also increased in addition to patronage growth of the newly introduced 

modes, i.e. metro and improved maritime transport. Therefore, arrangements 

in metro, maritime and bus systems led to an increase in overall transit use.  

 

Metro Passenger Survey (2001) Evaluation  

 

Izmir Metro Inc., the municipal metro operating company has made a 

passenger survey on weekdays and on weekends between 03.12.2001-

09.12.2001 after passenger travel patterns have settled. Passenger survey 

covered 7500 metro passengers to represent 1% of total metro passengers. 

The aim of preparing survey questions was to collect data that can help to 

carry out a metro passenger analysis (Izmir Metro Inc., 2002). Passengers 

were surveyed at the entries and exits of metro stations between 06:00 and 
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24:00 in every hour. Major findings of the survey and evaluations of the 

survey results are discussed below. 

 

Trip Purposes on Metro 

 

Trip purposes of metro passengers were categorized under six groups on the 

passenger survey. Home-to-work trips had the biggest portion with 48%, 

while home-to-school trips had the second largest share with 17% as 

expected. These figures indicate that compulsory trips had 65% share among 

all trip purposes, which shows that metro has a vital role in daily lives of the 

citizens (Figure 5.10). Furthermore, the metro system served to irregular 

trips such as shopping and visiting. 

 

Hourly Distribution of Metro Trips 

 

Hourly distribution of metro trips showed that trips had a morning peak 

between 07.00 and 09.00 and an evening peak between 16.00 and 19.00 

hours. Number of the surveyed passengers changed parallel with the overall 

passenger numbers reaching to 750 on peak hours. Daily variation of the 

passengers showed a small peaking during mid-day in addition to morning 

and evening peaks. Number of the surveyed passengers remained under 

400 during off-peak hours (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.10 Travel Purposes on Metro 
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Figure 5.11 Hourly Distributions of Metro Trips 

 

Trip purposes of metro passengers changed during the day (Figure 5.12). 

Analysis of trip purposes during different times of the day gives evidence to 

the possibility of managing the demand and reducing excessive peaking by 

operational and fare measures. The largest fraction of morning peak trips is 

composed of school and work trips (89%), which are daily regular and 
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compulsory travels. This is an acceptable travel purpose composition for a 

morning peak hour. Share of these commuting trips decline to 45% and 

portion of non-compulsory trips increase to 55% on midday reflecting 

passengers avoiding the morning congestion. Share of daily regular 

compulsory travels decline to 31% in the evening while non-compulsory trips 

increase to 69%. This composition is a result of overlapping returning 

passengers from the morning peak and mid-day trips (shopping and visiting 

trips). Implementation of lower fares on midday can decrease this density on 

evening peak by attracting non-compulsory and returning trips within the mid-

day period. Validity of free travel fare card may be limited on peak hours to 

decrease existing demand during peak hours. 
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Source: Metro Inc (2001) 

Figure 5.12 Compositions of Metro Trip Purposes during Peaks and Off-Peaks 
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Transport Modes Used Before and After Metro Trips 

 

Metro survey has indicated that 92.8 % of passengers accessed to a metro 

station using a single mode (this includes walking) while 7.1 % used two 

modes and only 0.1 % used three or more modes (Figure 5.13). 

 

Figure 5.13 shows that among the passengers that accessed to a metro 

station using a single mode (92.8% of all), the majority were those who 

walked to the station (60 %). Feeder buses were the second important mode 

(18.9 %) for passengers reaching metro stations with a single mode. This 

share indicates that feeder buses had increased metro passengers at a level 

of 20% but that the majority of metro users are those that are within walking 

distance to a station. 
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Figure 5.13 Single Modes Used before Metro 

 

When these walking trips are omitted and the analysis is focused on vehicle 

trips in accessing the metro (Figure 5.14), it is seen that bus feeder services 

has the largest proportion (47%) of transport mode choice for accessing the 

metro. This high percentage indicates that feeders services give response to 

travel demands from near surrounding areas, thus metro catchment area was 

widened. Altogether, with all distance stages and feeders, bus system was 

the most preferred (80%) transport mode choice for accessing metro.  
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Maritime transport has limited transfer access to metro because the piers are 

located at a distance from the metro stations. Hence, the share of ferry 

passengers in accessing metro is rather low. (Figure 5.15) 

 

8.8 percent of metro passengers that used a vehicle to access the metro 

used their own private car or were given a ride by someone else. There may 

be a potential to increase “park and ride” by creating new parking areas, 

particularly after the extension of the metro towards the outer parts of the city 

attracting private car users from daily traffic. 
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Figure 5.14 Transport mode choices for accessing Metro  
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Figure 5.15 Vehicle Choices for Accessing Metro  

 

5.3 Social and Economic Benefits for Users 

 

Any inter-modal integration project supported with fare structure changes 

would be expected to result in user benefits on many different aspects. 

These can be cost savings and timesavings; comfort and convenience due to 

better integration; and a more equitable and fair system in terms of the 

distance traveled and payment made. 

 

Unfortunately, no data could be achieved from the Greater Izmir Municipality 

to measure these possible benefits. During interviews with planning experts 

in the municipality, it was stated that the most concrete results of the project 

were on economic benefits derived from distance based fare structure with 

the restructured bus network and other integration measures. Social benefits 

were also important in addition to the economic benefits. It was stated that 

having a more balanced distribution of demand on different modes provided 

more comfortable travel conditions with decreasing excessive passenger 

loadings on buses. In addition, it was stated that waiting and travel time 

savings were achieved. Accessibility to public transport modes and mobility 

of citizens had increased with consolidation of bus routes and lines. 
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Furthermore, time savings were provided on boardings to transport modes 

and on fare media purchasing before the trips through electronic fare system 

facilities, which are also believed to have increased average bus operation 

speeds.  

 

Although it is not possible to demonstrate most of these stated effects by 

statistics, these aspects that were discussed during interviews are briefly 

summarized below.  

 

5.3.1 Cost Savings 

 

Users began to pay proportionally to the services they used after the 

restructuring of bus lines with distance-based fares. Long distance transport 

passengers were subsidized by short distance travel passengers on previous 

flat fare structure. Many short trip travelers had to pay longest trip fare. A 

more equitable fare system was established among public transport users by 

the new fare structure.  

 

Economic advantages were provided within the framework of integration 

project for target modes of ferries and metro since fares of these services 

decreased to shortest bus trip fare level. Public transport passengers were 

shifted to a certain extent to these modes, relieving pressures on buses since 

ferry and metro usage increased considerably. 

 

5.3.2 Time Savings and Improving Comfort on Bus Services 

 

Short distance traveling passengers boarded on the first arriving bus service 

going through their destination before the restructuring of lines. Thus, buses 

operating on long distance lines were excessively crowded with the short 

distance-traveling passengers that would embark shortly and cause the 

buses continue half-full until the final destination. This led to the longest lines 
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to have most frequent services to enable all passengers to board at the 

center and continue to the destination half-full. This travel pattern also 

resulted with long journey times as well as excessive waiting times for long 

distance traveling passengers when required number of buses was not 

available. 

 

After restructuring of bus lines according to distance, bus fleet was allocated 

to different distance services according to demand levels of those services. 

This led to a more efficient utilization of the fleet as well as a reduction in 

passenger waiting times and decreased crowding on different services.  

 

5.3.3 Improved Mobility 

 

Ferries of TDI and sea buses of the private operator were operated in 

competition with each other and both had excess capacity before the project. 

Potential maritime passengers were carried by competing buses offering a 

single flat fare ride with slower trip on congested roads and longer travel 

time. After the project, passengers were able to make a faster, shorter trip 

with a transfer by using two modes, cheaper total fare and improved physical 

and operational integration encouraged with travel information and publicity 

campaigns. 

  

Mobility of citizens was improved with frequent bus services on consolidated 

bus lines, new bus feeder services, metro and ferries operating with short 

headways. After introduction of metro system transport service quality 

increased on this high demand corridor on which formerly buses were in 

operation as public transport service.  
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5.3.4 Electronic Fare System 

 

Both users and operators benefit from fare technology improvements. 

Passengers can buy the fare media and recharge it easily from many sales 

points distributed throughout the urban area. There are 330 Kentkart 

recharge stations in the municipal area. Most of these sell new cards as well 

as recharge existing cards. Approximately 85 (about 25 %) of these sales 

points are municipally owned and operated, with the remainder privately 

owned and operated. Approximately 75 of the recharge stations are open 

seven days per week, 24 hours per day (The Louis Berger Group, 2005) 

which shows effectiveness of the system. 

 

Public transport usage has become very convenient from the point of users 

and fare collection with the smooth and simple operations of the electronic 

fare cards. Concession given to electronic card users have been accepted 

widely and number of electronic cards in circulation has grown higher than 

the daily public transport users.  

 

5.4 Financial and Economic Benefits for the Operators 

 

Effects of the project on financial profitability and efficiency of the operators 

can be measured with various performance criteria related with revenues and 

costs of public transport operations. This evaluation requires financial data, 

balance sheets, incomes and costs of operators. However, only one of the 

two bus operators (ESHOT) provided some of this data while İzulaş data was 

not accessible. The available data from ESHOT is used for evaluations 

assuming that similar trends and results would be applicable to the second 

municipal operator also. Since metro system is a relatively newer 

organization than bus and maritime, statistical data was gathered regularly 

and were obtained from Metro Inc. Izmir Maritime Operations Company did 

not provide any financial performance data.  
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Several parameters were used for assessment of financial and economic 

efficiency and profitability since some parameters being meaningful for one 

operations would not be applicable to others having different system 

features. Parameters like average vehicle kilometer per day, vehicle trip 

number, passenger numbers per vehicle kilometers, passenger numbers per 

trip, passenger number per staff were used for both metro and bus 

operations. Parameters like annual average occupancy ratio, cost recovery 

ratio was used for evaluation of metro operation. 

 

5.4.1 Average Daily Vehicle Kilometers 

 

Bus System 

 

After the project, it was possible to make more vehicle kilometers with the 

same fleet on the consolidated and simplified network. Growth of the vehicle 

kilometers was also achievable with new buses added to the fleet. At the 

beginning of the project implementation in 2000, frequent services were 

planned to be introduced to attract passengers to the new services without 

knowing the real demand and requirements. After the changes have settled 

and passengers’ travel behaviors were stabilized in the following years, some 

reductions were made on the services with excess capacities (Figure 5.16).  
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Source: ESHOT (2007) 

Figure 5.16 Average Daily Bus Kilometers 

 

Metro 

 

Frequencies of metro services were also adjusted after the first year of 

operation considering actual demand levels and variation of the demand 

during the day. Metro vehicle kilometers showed a small decrease after first 

year of operation and stayed approximately at the same level during the 

following years (Figure 5.17). 
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Figure 5.17 Annual Vehicle Kilometers on Metro 

 

5.4.2 Number of Vehicle Trips 

 

Bus System 

A similar trend with performed vehicle kilometers is seen for the number of 

vehicle trips provided by the operator. Number of bus vehicle trips showed an 

increase of 32% in 2000 with the project implementation and a further 

increase of 14% in 2001. After the stabilization of the demand, excess 

services were reduced during the following years (Figure 5.18). 
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Figure 5.18 Number of Bus Trips 

 

Metro System 

 

Number of annual metro vehicle trips almost doubled in year 2001 after 

metro started operations in April 2000. Since 2001 was the first full year of 

operation, this is an expected increase. The number of metro vehicle trips 

was stabilized during the following years when the demand patterns became 

steady. (Figure 5.19) 

 

The figures given above showed the provision of service in public transport. 

Being able to increase service levels and frequency (which result in an 

increase in vehicle kilometers) is an important service improvement from both 

users’ and operators’ point of view. However, more important for the 

operators is the extent to which their services are being utilized. The three 

following sub-sections provide an analysis on service utilization. 
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Figure 5.19 Number of Metro Vehicle Trips  

 

5.4.3 Service Utilization: Passengers per Vehicle Kilometers  

Bus System 

 

A clear decrease in passenger number per bus vehicle kilometer is seen from 

the beginning of “Transformation in Transportation” Project. This decrease 

can be assessed negatively from the point of view of bus operators. On the 

other hand, the project’s primary aim was to shift some of the demand for bus 

public transport to urban rail and ferries. Hence, such a decrease may be an 

expected outcome for this project. Furthermore, this decrease may show that 

passengers per vehicle kilometer decreased to normal service levels from 

overcrowded service levels.  

 

Pressure on highway network was reduced after transfer of excessive 

passenger loadings from bus system to modes like ferry and metro with 

excess capacity. Passengers per vehicle kilometer decreased for buses while 

passenger numbers on maritime and metro modes grew.  

 

After restructuring the route and line network with the project, there was a 

period of transition where bus services were planned with high frequencies 
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under the absence of travel demand data for the new conditions. Service 

frequencies were initially kept higher than the expected demand levels during 

this transition period to reduce complaints of the passengers adjusting to new 

conditions, especially for those making trips with additional transfer. In a 

year’s period service headways were continuously adjusted with “trial and 

error” approach considering actual demand levels under actual conditions. 

This practice reflected as ineffectiveness in some performance criteria in the 

first year of implementation but re-adjusted in a year to the improved 

conditions. 

 

Bus passengers per vehicle kilometer began to increase starting from 2002 

through attraction of new passengers and further adjustments on service 

headways and lines. This increase was parallel to the growth in total 

passenger numbers on the total public transport (Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.20 Bus Passengers per Bus kilometer 
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Metro 

 

Since the metro system has restricted system features (route, line, operation 

times) it had stable operation kilometers throughout the years. (Figure 5.21) 

Considering that passenger numbers were also rather steady for this system, 

there has not been any significant change in terms of passengers per vehicle 

kilometer. In addition, as expected from a metro system, service utilization 

levels are much higher than those of the bus system, due to the high capacity 

provided. 
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Figure 5.21 Passenger Numbers per Vehicle km on Metro 

 

5.4.4 Service Utilization: Passengers per Vehicle Trip  

Bus System 

 

Passengers per vehicle trip showed a trend similar to that in passengers per 

vehicle km. Number of passengers on deviating bus lines was on average 

over 80 passengers before the year of 2000. Long and unproductive bus 
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lines were discontinued and network was simplified with short lines and 

higher frequencies on main corridors. 

 

In the first year of implementation, passengers per vehicle trip increased as a 

result of the new services offered. Passengers per vehicle trip decreased in 

2001 after passengers adjusted their trip patterns to the new system with full 

time metro operations and improved ferry services. Number of passengers 

per vehicle trip began to increase steadily after 2002 with further adjustments 

in the operation practices and schedules (Figure 5.22). 
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Figure 5.22 Passenger Number per Trip on Buses 

 

Metro System 

 

Similar to the above indicator of service utilization, passengers per vehicle 

trip on the metro have been stable over the years with higher capacities 

offered (Figure 5.23). Metro figures are very sensitive to bus services offered 

along the LRT corridor and to the feeder lines serving metro stations. 
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Figure 5.23 Passenger Number per Vehicle Trip on Metro 

 

5.4.5 Service Utilization: Passengers per Vehicle  

 

Bus System 

 

Users made very long trips with one boarding on the bus system before the 

project. This pattern changed after restructuring the bus network; long 

distance trips required transfers. It also enforced short trip making 

passengers to board on the most suitable bus line according to their trip 

length to reduce cost of their trips instead of the other long distance buses 

serving in the same corridor.  

 

This performance measure showed a similar behavior with an initial increase 

at the project start in 2000, then a reduction resulting from passengers 

switching to the new metro and improved ferry service; and finally ending 

with a steady increase by adjustment of offered services and users making 

their final decision on their trip patterns (Figure 5.24).  
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Figure 5.24 Daily Passengers per Bus 

 

5.4.6 Performed Km per Vehicle 

 

Bus System 

 

The project had a striking effect on the vehicle productivity resulting with an 

almost two-fold increase in average daily vehicle kilometers per bus (Figure 

5.25). This increase shows that after restructuring bus network and services 

each bus doubled its performance making twice as mileage each day to 

reach and serve passengers. In spite of abandoning many long and indirect 

lines and creation of new short lines, increase in average distance traveled 

per bus is a reflection of improved services on reduced network. This 

situation is a direct reflection of shorter headways and better service on 

consolidated network. The figure shows that performed km per bus increased 

slightly after 2000.  
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Figure 5.25 Average Daily Kilometers per Bus 

 

5.4.7 Staff Productivity: Passengers per Employee 

 

Bus System 

 

The project included many aspects requiring additional resources. Shorter 

headways reduced crowding and improved comfort on buses and continuous 

24-hour operation expanded staffing needs. This quality and service 

improvements reflected as a reduction in staff productivity compared to 

before situation (Figure 5.26). The services were adjusted with fine-tuning in 

the following years to improve staff productivity. 
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Figure 5.26 Passengers Carried per Bus Employee 

 

Metro System 

 

Metro has a stable figure of passengers per employee over the years (Figure 

5.27). The figures are lower than the bus system or other urban rail systems 

since only 12 km line is in operation in spite of the full staff hired defined for a 

much larger network, on central services such as centralized traffic control, 

workshops, depots and management. Staff productivity would be expected to 

increase in the future as the LRT network expands. 
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Figure 5.27 Passengers Carried per Metro Employee 

 

5.4.8 Cost Recovery Ratio  

 

Cost recovery (or operating) ratios are not a measure fully representing 

economic and financial efficiency of operators, modes or transportation 

system as a whole due to many reasons. The first reason is aims of a public 

transport operator not being totally quantifiable at financial grounds. Many of 

the benefits cannot be measured with quantitative methods as revenue. 

Secondly, public transport operators operate in an imperfect market where 

fare levels are artificially defined by politicians with political and social 

considerations rather than economic and financial criteria. City managers 

evaluate transportation as a social service and intentionally keep fares low 

which worsens financial sustainability of the services without subsidies. 

 

External inputs effecting cost and revenues of the public transport system 

and operators are not controllable and may be defined subjectively such as 

fare increases of public transport or labor agreements at the end of the 

contract period. These factors would limit a meaningful economic evaluation 
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and comparison of operations among each other and in time. For example, a 

fare increase yielding additional revenues may actually belong to the 

previous year delayed with political considerations. However, this delay in the 

fare and revenue increase makes previous year “unprofitable” and the 

following year more profitable. Similarly, delayed costs also distort the 

evaluation. Analysis of revenues and costs (expenses) of public transport 

operations on the annual basis may not reflect true economic and financial 

performance of the operator for that specific year.  

 

Bus System 

 

Bus operation revenues have been lower than expenses with the exception 

of year 1998 when revenues were slightly higher than the expenses. 

Operating ratio varied around 0.7 between 1999 and 2005 (Figure 5.28). 

Only in 1998, cost recovery ratio was about 1.0 and several external inputs 

may have caused this performance. If 1998 values are not taken into 

consideration, bus systems have a performance where revenues are lower 

than expenses. Even though this ratio is lower than expected for commercial 

operations, it may be considered as satisfactory for a public transport system. 

Public transport is subsidized by governments considering social and equity 

aspects for low income citizens since public transport is accepted as a public 

service not a commercial operation. 
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Figure 5.28 Revenue and Expense of Bus Operations 

 

5.5 Environmental Benefits 

 

5.5.1 Energy Consumption 

 

Changes in energy consumption of a motorized vehicle on roads can result 

from various factors. It is in relation with technological levels of vehicles in 

operation, traffic congestion levels on roads, accidents on roads and weather 

conditions. On the other hand, rails systems are not affected from external 

factors with reserved right-of-ways. Changes in energy consumption can 

result from system upgrades or malfunctions. 

 

Bus System 

 

Considerable changes did not occur in bus operations’ fuel consumption 

between the year 1998 and 2005 (Figure 5.29). Buses consumed on average 

between 46 and 50 liters of fuel for 100 km’s. Small decrease in fuel 
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consumption during early years can be assessed as positive effects of the 

Transformation in Transportation Project. However, this trend did not 

continue probably due to increase in private car numbers during following 

years, causing traffic congestion and conditions that result in more fuel 

usage. 
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Figure 5.29 Fuel Consumption of Buses (liters per 100 km.) 

 

Metro System 

  

Consumed electric energy by metro system per kilometer has been about 14 

KWh beginning from the opening year. Minor changes occurred between 

operation years. Stability of energy consumption is related with technological 

characteristics of metro system not been effected from external factors such 

as congestion. 
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Figure 5.31 Energy Used (KWh) by Metro per Unit km. (Metro Inc., 2007) 

 

5.5.2 Air Quality and Pollution 

 

Number of private cars in Izmir had a constantly increasing trend as a result 

of population increase and general increase of motorized vehicle number in 

Izmir. With increasing number of motorized vehicles, urban transport creates 

crucial air pollution in the city center. Annual emission values of motorized 

vehicles in Izmir found with a study completed in 1992 by Izmir Provincial 

Environment and Forestry Directorate are given below (Table 5.2). 

Automobiles have the greatest CO2 emission levels among all motorized 

vehicles. If present development trends of motorized vehicles and private 

cars (Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.33) in Izmir continue, crucial threat for air 

quality is inescapable. Measures should be taken in order to diminish private 

car use and motor vehicles in general. 
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Table 5.2 Annual Emissions of Transport Modes in Izmir 

 

Vehicle CO2 Nox VOC PM 

Minibus 223 153 39 45 

Bus 823 1810 344 136 

Truck 1510 4854 557 329 

Automobile 15906 1266 2448  

Total 18462 7930 3387 510 

 

Source: Izmir Province Environment and Forestry Directorate (2004: 56) 
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Figure 5.32 Motorized Vehicle types in Izmir between 1998 and 2006 ( 
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Figure 5.33 Number of Motor Vehicles in Izmir between 1998-2006 

 

There isn’t any study specially carried for measuring emission effects of the 

project. Emission levels can only be decreased by traffic reductions and this 

reduction is examined at section 5.6 

 

5.5.3 Noise Pollution 

 

Main sources of noise pollution are transport, industrial activities, and 

construction areas. It is revealed in relation with technological improvements 

in developed countries. Despite being one of most crucial pollution types, it is 

the least known pollution type in our country (Izmir Provincial Environment 

and Forestry Directorate, 2004). It can affect hearing and recognizing 

features negatively and can result in performance decreases, distortion of 

physical and physiological balance.  
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5.6 Traffic Benefits 

 

It is not possible to carry out an analysis to measure changes in traffic 

congestion levels in the absence of proper before and after data. However, it 

is expressed by municipality officers during the interviews that congestion 

decreased after the project implementation especially on the Altınyol Corridor 

connecting two sides of the Izmir Bay. This corridor was under excessive bus 

congestion before the project with many bus lines connecting two sides of the 

Bay and all lines from northern residential quarters reaching to the central 

area. Bus numbers on this corridor decreased dramatically with the 

cancellation of most of these long lines and directing them to ferry piers 

instead of the central area.  

 

The increase in the ferry passengers and the passengers of the new metro 

line are direct reflection of the reduced congestion levels on the highway 

network. New daily ferry passengers of about 20,000 and metro passengers 

of about 80,000 are signs of reduced congestion levels on the highway 

system if induced demand is not considered. 

 

Transformation in Transportation project did not cover all transport modes but 

included only improvements for public transport services. Permanent 

decrease in congestion levels cannot be achieved without implementation of 

supportive projects for restricting car usage. Even though congestion levels 

were lowered with reduced number of buses resulting from bus passengers 

transferring to metro and ferries and possibly some passengers leaving their 

cars and using improved public transport services, the available road 

capacity is believed to be soon filled by new cars since no disincentives were 

implemented for private transportation. 
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5.7 Land-Use Benefits  

 

A comprehensive analysis could not be performed within the limits of this 

thesis since land-use effects are seen in long term and not easily 

measurable. However, interviews were beneficial in order to gain a general 

perception about land use effects. 

 

In principal, distance based fare structure discourages long distance trips and 

helps to create more compact settlements. Flat fare structure that has been 

implemented in Izmir for decades encouraged long trips with hidden subsidy 

from short trip makers. Flat fare not reflecting the true cost of the trip to the 

users may have contributed to the expansion of Izmir urban area along major 

corridors. Dwellers without any cost awareness for public transportation trips 

had selected residential locations at the outskirts of the present settlement 

areas where rents and property values were lower. Public transport 

dependants’ residential location selection supplemented and strengthened 

with new sub-centers that led to more people living at outskirts with more 

demand for public and private transport. The sprawl was also spurred by 

large shopping centers and low-density housing development. 

 

In spite of all these, it is not possible to evaluate land use effects of the 

project since long bus routes with flat fare is only one of the many factors 

affecting long term land-use and urban structure changes. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

Izmir public transport underwent a series of comprehensive changes in public 

transport during the “Transformation in Transportation Project”. This 

integration project can be evaluated as first wide-scale comprehensive urban 

public transport integration and restructuring in Turkey. The important 

changes and schemes within the project include implementation and 

expansion of electronic fare system, reorganization of maritime operations 

together with bus line restructuring, distance based fare structure and the 

introduction of a light rail system with bus transfer centers. The case provides 

a good example of a comprehensive policy-package that incorporates 

various different but complementary transport schemes.  

 

The emphasis of the “Transformation in Transportation” project was that 

public transport patterns should be handled with a holistic manner in a 

metropolitan city. Advanced level of integration arrangements are needed to 

be adopted in order to have good working public transport network, which 

consist of various sized transport modes. 

 

The effects of these changes are summarized below. In addition, 

shortcomings and problems are defined and recommendations are provided 

for further steps for integration in Izmir in the light of the former theoretical 

framework
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6.1 Summary of Case Study Findings  

 

The analysis revealed the following outcomes of the Transformation of 

Transportation Project in Izmir: 

 

- Public transport ridership was significantly decreasing before the 

implementation of “Transformation in Transportation Project”. 

 

- Total public transport ridership trend was changed with the Project 

with a clear increase in ridership especially on ferries and the newly 

introduced metro.  

 

- Although bus transport ridership was decreasing on the first years of 

the “Transformation of Transportation” project, this was probably due 

to the radical reorganization of bus routes, since it showed an increase 

in the following years. This is an extremely positive development since 

in most cities that introduced a new urban rail system; bus ridership 

has experienced a steady decline. It appears that this did not happen 

in Izmir and that all other elements of the public transport improvement 

project had an overall effect of ridership increase in all public transport 

modes, including the buses.   

 

- Nevertheless, after the project the share of buses in total public 

transport trips remained lower than that before the project. However, 

this is considered to be a positive outcome too, since it indicates a 

more balanced mode distribution in public transport usage, which was 

one of the primary aims of the project. 

 

- Reducing pressures of motor traffic on highways was another 

important aim of the project. This was achieved locally on some 

corridors at the end of the project, since metro and ferry system had 
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limited service area due to their restricted route and system 

characteristics. 

 

- There has been a noteworthy increase in maritime transport usage, 

showing that fare and route integration can have significant effects on 

public transport usage, and that these strategies are particularly 

important for multi modal public transport systems. 

 

- Metro continues to serve with a stable ridership. Both the Metro usage 

and usage of other public transport systems increased in Izmir while 

many cities in the world experience decreases in their urban rail 

ridership and overall public transport usage after a certain period 

following the introduction of a new urban rail system. The experience 

in many cities, including also Ankara, shows that a new urban rail 

system, metro or LRT, initially attracts passengers; however, after a 

while ridership starts falling due to the general increase in car usage. It 

is extremely important for the Izmir case that neither the Metro nor 

other public transport systems experienced a significant decrease in 

their ridership. This can be considered as an outcome of the 

Integration project.. 

 

- Walking has the largest share among passengers accessing to the 

Metro. This is an interesting and probably not a welcome result of the 

project aiming integration. Accessibility of metro can be further 

increased by extending the metro line and providing park and ride 

facilities, both of which can expand the catchment area. 

 

- Service utilization and staff productivity indicators showed an increase 

in system efficiency. However, this efficiency increase cannot be 

attributed directly to the project, since operational data is not available 

before the project and level of changes in some areas are not 

significant. Metro system indicators point to a higher level of efficiency 
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as would be expected from an advanced technological mode. Some of 

the bus system indicators had fallen in first years of integration project 

due to reorganization efforts; however, these indicators improved after 

a short period.  

 

- It was not possible to evaluate effects of the project with financial 

performance indicators of the public transport operations since 

segregated and detailed data was not available for this analysis. Metro 

operators did not provide detailed data but interviews revealed that 

operating costs exceeded revenues. This is also the case for the bus 

system, where the operating costs remained higher than revenues 

throughout the project implementation period. It is possible to suggest, 

based on these findings, that public transport operation generally 

requires subsidy and that measures to improve public transport 

service and increase ridership (including fare and pricing policies) may 

not have important effects on financial performance or profitability.  

 

- However, it is also important to remember that this project did not 

include any pricing schemes on car usage (such as congestion 

charging) or car parking, which could not only help improve public 

transport ridership but also create additional revenues and hence 

opportunities for cross-subsidy. Therefore, it would be misleading to 

conclude, based on this case study, that fare and pricing policies have 

limited positive impact on financial performance of transport operators. 

 

- Available data do not give a clear indication of energy consumption 

effects of the project although it is known that the metro and ferries, 

which experienced increases in their  passenger patronage and modal 

shares after the project, are more energy efficient modes compared to 

buses and cars where passengers were captured from. 
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- Air quality and traffic reduction effects of the project were not 

evaluated clearly at the absence of before and after measurements. 

Municipality officers remarked that integration project diminished traffic 

levels on many corridors. This was due to bus system restructuring, 

introduction of the metro line, maritime system improvements; fare 

integration among modes attracting new passengers from cars to 

public transport although no statistical data exists to measure the 

amount of shift from private car to public transport. Transformation in 

Transportation Project focused on public transportation improvements 

and excluded other traffic components such as private car usage. 

Since the project did not include any disincentives to restrict car 

usage, it is estimated that positive outcomes, such as reducing vehicle 

traffic levels on the road network lost its effects with rise of private car 

ownership and usage in time. 

 

6.2 Shortcomings and Recommendations 

 

In spite of the general success of the project, there have been a number of 

problems and limitations at the planning and design, implementation, and 

development stages of the project. These are described below: 

 

-  Management Structure: Main tasks of Transportation Coordination 

Center (UKOME) are defined as conducting all types of land and maritime 

transport services. However, this general definition does not include 

planning or coordination among operators, and municipality does not 

have any other unit to fulfill this function. In addition, transport-planning 

studies do not have continuity in time because of elected municipality 

management changes. 

 

“Transformation in Transportation” project handled urban transport 

components in a holistic manner. Municipality management was changed 

during the third stage of the project. After that change only large-scale 
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investments continued, while other low-cost and soft measures, such as 

modal integration, lost importance. Route planning studies and distance 

based fare structure, which were within the context of integration, were 

also abolished by the following local managers. Components of public 

transport services are handled individually again.  

 

Operational data and passenger numbers before and after the project 

were derived from all operations individually, since transport coordination 

center of Greater Municipality did not have this transport data. In addition 

some statistical data, further transfer information and documents of the 

project were gathered from former municipality staff involved with the 

project. Being the third largest city of Turkey, Izmir case indicates 

deficiencies in urban transport management, which is a direct outcome of 

the municipality structure. 

 

- Limited data: Very limited data and operational statistics segregated 

at line basis existed at the time of the planning in spite of electronic fare 

collection system. Only daily aggregated patronage figures were available 

without any breakdown for lines, origin / destinations or hourly changes. 

All of the above changes during the project were carried out in the 

absence of detailed operational data. Special analysis were done in some 

cases by going back to raw original electronic fare collection data with 

lengthy processing and extraction procedures. 

 

- Fare structure distortion: Fare structure was initially defined to support 

transfers, keeping feeder, metro, and ferry fare at low levels. Main 

consideration was to have basic transfer trips (feeder+line1, 

feeder+metro, feeder+ferry) cheaper than long bus trips (line-2 and line-

3). This relative advantage given at the initial stages of the 

implementation has been distorted very soon as transfer trip costs 

became higher then long bus trips (line 2 and line3). This distortion 

became even more apparent at the end of the analysis period, resulting in 
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almost a double fare at the transfers (Figure-6.1). This fare structure 

distortion has blurred aims of the project and started pressures for putting 

back long bus lines. 

 

- Limitations of Fare Restructuring: The available electronic fare 

system technology used at the buses before the project was not capable 

of recording passengers’ trip history and implementing “transfer fare 

reductions” at the transfers. The new public transportation integration 

scheme developed and known by the public as “the system with transfers” 

(aktarmalı sistem) was not able to implement “transfer fares” and transfer 

fare reductions to passengers due to limitations of the available electronic 

fare technology. This led the project to be designed on multiple “distance 

based fares” on transfers. The fare structure implemented at various 

modes and bus lines were designed at beginning to make transfers more 

attractive and cheap. When this advantage had disappeared shortly after 

the implementation of the project, transfers created additional costs to 

passengers at the absence of a transfer fare reduction system. As a 

result, it is possible to claim that the metro and ferry ridership levels could 

have been much higher today, had the initial transfer-fare approach been 

completely implemented. 

- Coverage of Integration: Although major transport modes operated by 

the municipality had been integrated to electronic fare collection system, 

other modes operated by private sector are not part of the integrated 

system yet. Minibuses, employee buses, taxi dolmuses are not yet using 

electronic fare system and their services are not part of the integrated 

network. In order to make accurate evaluations and give proper decisions 

for existing transport system, a holistic transport planning approach, 

including all public transport stakeholders, should have been adopted.   

 

- Lack of disincentives for private car usage: It was mentioned before 

that the Transformation in Transportation Project did not include any 

measures to make it less advantageous to drive the private cars. The 
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project introduced various schemes together in one policy/project 

package; however, these were all measure to improve public transport 

and make it more attractive (in cost and convenience terms) to use. 

Measures to discourage car usage, such as congestion charging, 

increasing car parking charges in central areas, limiting available car 

parking spaces in the centre, and creating car-free zones that can be best 

accessed with public transport, did not feature in this policy package, 

although they could have significantly enhanced the success of the 

project, by increasing public transport ridership and possibly reducing car 

usage.   

 

6.3 Policy Suggestions and Recommendations for Izmir case 

 

In this section, recommendations are given to improve implementation of 

Izmir case considering future developments in Izmir and pricing/fare 

applications, which are afore mentioned in literature review.  

 

- Transformation in Transportation Project handled all components of 

public transportation together and implemented several integrated policies. 

These comprehensive policies that started with the project in Izmir need to 

be continued even after the end of the project. Therefore, an operational 

planning and management unit responsible for continuation and 

consistency of day-to-day implementation of policies should be created for 

orchestration of all of the public transport operations. 

 

- The main reason of having limited and unsustainable positive effects of 

the project is found to be the missing strategy components and 

implementation measures for restricting private car use. A more efficient 

and sustainable urban transport system can be achieved with measures 

implemented for two ends of the problem; improving public transportation 

and limiting private car usage at the same time. The missing component of 

the project, measures for restricting car usage need to be implemented 
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either by limiting entrance of cars to the city center or with implementing 

pricing measures.  

 

- Public transport system integration in Izmir, including electronic fare 

collection system should cover all operators of urban public transport 

without leaving any of them outside. Only with inclusion of privately 

operated minibuses, dolmuses and taxis to electronic fare collection 

system, seamless public transportation integration can be provided with 

support of fare policies.  

 

- Integration of car parking fee collection to existing fare collection system 

is required both for supporting transfers from cars to public transport and for 

statistical data collection about car/parking use. This statistical data will give 

wider insight of car use and provide opportunity for urban transport 

planning.  

 

- After Aliağa - Menderes Commuter Rail System starts operation, 

incentives should be implemented in order to encourage riders to choose 

railway. "Park and ride" facilities should be created at rail stations for 

attracting private car users to public transportation system and pricing / fare 

incentives should be implemented for promoting transfers from private cars. 

 

- After Aliağa - Menderes rail line starts operation, public transport 

services, both municipal bus lines and privately operated minibus lines, 

need to be reorganized as feeder to railway line. Fare facilities should be 

implemented in a way that does not punish public transport users with 

duplicated fares. 
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6.4 Concluding Remarks  

 

Private car ownership and usage is increasing in urban areas and resulting 

with high levels of traffic congestion and time lost in major Turkish cities. 

Many city governments have the mis-perception of giving priority to private 

cars and continuing with road infrastructure investments. 

 

Public transport planning and improving approaches of local governments 

are limited to rail system building in many cities in spite of high costs. Urban 

transport and public transport in specific are tried to be solved without 

considering interrelations of various components, and without considering the 

benefits of Travel Demand Management and Transport System Management 

measures. 

 

It is acknowledged today that the most effective solution to contemporary 

urban transport problem is improvement of public transport systems. These 

solutions may certainly include high-cost new public transport investments; 

however, it is extremely important to support such investments with 

complementary measures, such as public transport route reorganization, full 

modal integration, and fare and pricing policies. It is recognized in the world 

that public transport can become an effective alternative and help create a 

more sustainable transport system only with the implementation of such 

comprehensive policy packages that comprise various integrated schemes. 

In this perspective, the Transformation in Transportation Project in Izmir is a 

leading and possibly a unique example in Turkey, where many cities still 

implement car-oriented policies and road programs and investments. The 

Izmir case provides clear evidence that implementing a comprehensive 

public transport improvement strategy, consisting of management and pricing 

measures can have very positive returns in creating a more sustainable 

transport system that can rely on public transport. 
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APPENDIX A: Public Transport Passenger Numbers 

 

Table 1 Annual Passenger Number of Public transport Modes in Izmir 

 BUS (ESHOT+IZULAS) MARITIME(IZDENIZ) METRO TOTAL 

1995 218838601 6066264  224904865 

1996 264770477 8651730  273422207 

1997 246304530 10224739  256529269 

1998 246771617 9634025  256405642 

1999 238452846 9839608  248292454 

2000 243764860 11453710 10660818 265879388 

2001 222107022 12234431 25970398 260311851 

2002 243544670 12753033 25315235 281612938 

2003 246209424 12791553 25124668 284125645 

2004 242358572 13835185 25704018 281897775 

2005 250785088 14521115 24820225 290126428 

 

* 1995 Maritime passenger data includes both TDI and municipal lines 
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Table 2 Passenger Number of TDI between 1977 and 1996 
 

1977 11.139.985 

1978 12.122.271 

1979 13.859.476 

1980 10.624.122 

1981 11.787.892 

1982 10.802.226 

1983 11.533.928 

1984 9.972.555 

1985 8.387.394 

1986 8.202.989 

1987 8.550.708 

1988 9.800.000 

1989 9.082.939 

1990 8.997.340 

1991 7.256.100 

1992 6.202.700 

1993 5.922.700 

1994 5.718.860 

1995 6.063.263 

1996 5.271.419 
 

Source: UA (1997:18) 

Table 3 Bus Passenger Boardings According to Distance Categories 

        YEAR 
UNIT 

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

BESLEME(4) 17.087.641 15.912.977 14.239.561 14.920.719 8.870.027 

KISA(1) 3.760.100 4.716.994 5.144.123 5.596.816 5.739.069 
ORTA(2) 21.047.777 22.216.137 23.215.400 25.529.776 31.543.782 
UZUN(3) 7.600.786 9.858.137 11.650.388 18.495.790 25.189.863 

TOPLAM 49.496.304 52.704.245 54.249.472 64.543.101 71.342.741 

  

FEEDER(4) 16.452.293 19.828.217 16.905.695 15.221.581 18.759.503 
SHORT(1) 8.044.539 8.497.282 8.296.073 7.623.891 7.685.013 

MIDDLE(2) 68.079.685 86.661.636 93.575.877 99.621.250 102.016.594 
LONG(3) 22.764.044 31.515.093 37.277.349 51.272.176 54.652.941 
OWL   26.728 139.678 162.098 174.057 

TOTAL 115.340.561 146.528.956 156.194.672 173.900.996 183.288.108 
 

Source: ESHOT (200/)
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APPENDIX B: Operational Data of Public Transport Modes 

 

Bus System  

Table 4 Operational Statistics of Bus System 

 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

Performed Bus Trip 
Number 179730 182537 240194 273509 255946 253619 236969 238058 

Servicing Vehicle 
Number 4676 4046 5448 6635 5946 6260 6299 6197 

Daily-Performed 
Vehicle Kilometer 144.531 141.135 175.876 205.744 212.774 188.370 203.814 195.637 

Staff Number 2953 2021 1997 3579 3616 3436 3263 3108 

Passenger Number 
per Bus Service 
Kilometer  

3,55 3,12 3,20 2,75 2,67 2,78 2,90 2,98 

Passenger Number 
per Performed Trip 84 77 80 67 67 72 79 80 

Fuel Consumption 
per Hundred 
Kilometer 

46,0 48,6 47,6 49,5 49,5 49,6 50,9 50,4 

Performed Bus 
Kilometer per Staff 2953 2021 1997 3579 3616 3436 3263 3108 

Passenger Number 
per worker  83559 117988 122060 62054 67354 71665 74279 80688 

Source: ESHOT (200/ 
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Performed 
Trip Number 

46.500 

103.728 

99.040 

97.976 

95.496 

99.261 

98.942 

Performed Vehicle 
Kilometer 

493.542 

1.097.622 

1.053.879 

1.039.649 

1.012.903 

1.052.425 

1.048.241 

Passenger 
Number per Trip 

230 

250 

252 

257 

269 

250 

244 

Passenger 
Number per 

Staff 

7924 

9040 

8288 

7974 

8199 

8119 

8062 

Passenger 
Number per 

Performed Vehicle 
Kilometer 

22 

24 

24 

24 

25 

24 

23 

Tottal Energy 
Consumption 

 

15.479.016 

14.962.744 

15.084.684 

14.629.772 

14.687.358 

14.595.435 

Enegy 
Consumption 

per Passenger 

 

0,60 

0,60 

0,60 

0,57 

0,59 

0,60 

Energy 
Consumption 
per Kilometer 

 

14,01 

14,02 

14,35 

14,29 

13,81 

13,77 

Metro System 

Table 5 Operational Statistics of Metro System 

 
 

2000 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 
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APPENDIX C: FARE SYSTEM 
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Figure 1 Changes in Different Fare Types 
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Table 7 Concessional Fare Categories  
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APPENDIX D: INFORMATION LEAFLETS OF TRANSFORMATION 

OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECT 
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APPENDIX E: NEWS PAPER CLIPS ABOUT THE 

TRANSFORMATION OF TRANSPORTATION PROJECT 
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